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House GOP seeks to repeal '05 business tax

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — House
lawmakers are planning to seek a repeal
of a 2005 business tax during the
upcoming legislative session because it
is "killing" smaller companies, members of the 100-member body said
Monday.
Joined by other House Republicans,
Minonty Floor Leader Jeff Hoover, RJamestown, said his caucus would
focus efforts on eliminating the alternative minimum tax, also known as the

"AMC" tax.
"Businesses believe ... that the AMC
is killing them, and they want a repeal
of that," Hoover said. "Small businesses in Kentucky are the backbone of our
economy, they create jobs, manufacturing jobs, they provide to this state's
economy like no other sector of our
commerce and we are committed to trying to provide them some relief."
House Speaker Jody Richards, I)Bowling Green, said he has not been a
fan of the AMC tax and wants it
repealed.

"You pay whether you make money
or not — and to me. that's unAmerican.- Richards said.
The AMC was added as pan of the
2005 tax code overhaul proposed by
Gov. Ernie Fletcher. which imposed an
"alternative minimum tax" calculation
on the gross receipts of businesses. But
business owners with low profit margins said their tax bills increased even
when they made little or no net profit.
Fletcher called the General
Assembly into a special session in June
to alter the provision, and lawmakers

gave some tax relief to businesses, but
Hoover said more is needed
Fletcher's budget office has been
predicting a $279 million surplus, and
has suggested different possibilities
that lawmakers could consider - including a tax rebate or depositing
some in the state's "rainy day- fund
Economic Desclopnient Secretary
Gene Strong said "no one from the
business or economic development
communities- had mentioned the AM('
as a concern since it was dealt with during the special session

"We have recetaiid ao Cadli Mod et:Strong said in a stameamit
Headset Out at gaff Siam Cave
nosed the govessor
nude 'amen
AIICeS throughout die state seeking
input from taxpayers on how to spend
the possible surplus:.
"Needs lake Kb*facility c.onstna
non. the rainy day find, underfunded
pension liability and even individual
taxpayer rebates seem to he attracting
the greatest attention.- Cave said "This

MI See Page 3A

DRA funds
are announced
for rail.line

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
BATTLING BRUSH FIRE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel help a local homeowner extinguish
a brush fire on
Post Oak Road Monday afternoon. The unidentified homeowner said he took precautions to ensure the fire
didn't get out
of control, but that strong winds blew the fire into a wooded area littered with dry leaves.

Fletcher won't appear
at personnel hearing
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP) -- Gov. Ernie Fletcher is away
from Kentucky and won't appear this week at a personnel hearing, where he was subpoenaed as a possible witness in the case
of a Transportation Cabinet worker who claims he was fired for
political reasons.
But while Fletcher won't appear before the state Personnel
Board on Wednesday, a letter from his general counsel said his
office will cooperate and is ready to "bring this matter to a.
prompt conclusion."
General counsel James L. Deckard's letter to lawyers for
Mike Duncan liloesn't guarantee Fletcher will testify in person.
Duncan. a Democrat with ties to U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler, is
appealing his dismissal before the board. He alleged he was
fired in May 2005 as the top investigator for the Transportation
Cabinet's inspector general as part of the Fletcher administration's plan to replace some workers with political supporters.
Thomas Clay, one of Duncan's lawyers, said the Jefferson
County sheriff's office served Fletcher the subpoena Friday
while he was in Louisville to give a speecht Clay provided The

II See Page 3A
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Staff Report
The
Murray-Calloway
C'ounty ECOCIOIllic Development
Corporation
has received
$250,000 in Delta Regional
Authority funding to assist in
the purchase and rehabilitation
of a 15-mile Hardin Southern
rail line that now serves the
Murray Industrial Park.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher and officials of the Governor's Office
of Local Development(GOLD)
announced the allocation in a
news release Monday
"The
Delta
Regional
Authority coven 240 counties
and parishes in the United
States. including 21 counties in
western Kentucky." Fletcher
said. "Their mission is focused
on improving the quality of life
in those areas. I recommended
these projects to the DRA
because the projects are a
reflection of DRA's Fillss101:1 AS
well as that of my administration and am pleased to see them
awarded.-

TheEW purchased the rail
spur in the Murray ' Industrial
Park tfter Webasto Roof
Systems- Inc. committed to
locating' a new facility in 'the
The spur ties into the Hardin
Southern Railneid Line. but the
compway was reportedly unable
to spend the Nnds necesaary to
make the track usable The spur
will serve the existing industrial
park and a .postibie expansion
to the north.
'The conurfed uSe.of the rail
lane by Weblike Roof SyStems
will allow the coiimany ioctiip
raw matenals - and tinished
products
. more expeditiously
FIX*
President
Mark
Manning was
meeting and
unable to be reached for comments bekire press lime this
morning.
,
Delta Regional Authority
funds are used to help economically-distztssed communities
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CCHS seniors express their 'Voices'
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Two Calloway County High
School students have excelled in
the Veterans of Foreign Wars
local Voice of Democracy scholarship competition by writing
prize-winning essays concerning Amencan freedom.
Seaton Crystal Eldridge and
Travis Taylor were honored
Monday afternoon by VFW
Commander Dave Foley and
Post 6291 officers Dean Walter
and Greg Miller for winning
first and third places, respectively, among Murray and Calloway
County High School students.
Voice of Democracy is a
VFW-sponsored youth competition that gives students an
opportunity to write a short
essay expressing their view on
American democracy. patnotism and citizenship.
Eldridge will be awarded
about $200 in savings bonds and
will go on to compete with other
local winners across the state in
Louisville where she could win
$50,000 in scholarships and a
free trip to Washington DC.
Eldridge said the focus of her
essay concerned the challenges
to democracy. "Basically I
talked about what I deem as the
three most important challenges

HJU BERRY lodge, & Times

Calloway County High School students Crystal Eldridge and Travis Taylor. second and fourth
from left, are honored by VFW Post 6291 officers Dean Walter, oght. and Greg Miller, left, for
winning first and third placed in the VFW's local Voice of Democracy contest Joining them is
CCHS Principal Yvette Pyle, center
to freedom.- she said "Those
are changes in society, the limitations of freedom and security
I got my ideas from some of the
political science classes that I
have taken"
In
her
essay
titled.
"Freedom's
Challenges,"
Eldndge wntes
"Freedom's

Call me for
all your
insurance
needs.
Mew ileAlmin.
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khallenges are many in ntimher.
hut there are three that stand out
When society changes so does
the concept of freedom This
means a lot of old laws don't
necessanly apply while new
ones must he established
Freedom must be moderated
Too much freedom leads sosiety

to chaos, hut too little freedom
hnngs rebellion 4 balance must
he wrought between the two
"Freedom's greaten threat is
secunty One must he sacrificed
to obtain the other but someone
must dec hie where to draw the

MI See Page 2A
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SheriffFireless

MCCH in need of 0-Negative blood
Special to the Ledger
The Blood Bank at MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
experiencing a blood shortage
of0-Negative Blood.
MCCH Blood Bank has new
hours for drawing blood:
Monday through Thursday from
7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Friday
from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The MCCH Blood Bank is

offering a new promotion to
encourage blood donation.
During a donor's birthday
month, donors who make a
blood donation will receive a
free t-shirt especially for the
Birthday Club.
The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the MCCH
Blood Bank provides the gift of
life to many people. From a

convenience perspective, it only
takes less than an hour to make
a blood donation and donations
of all blood types are greatly
needed.
The blood received by
MCCH Blood Bank stays in the
community to serve the needs of
patients within the area.
A blood donor must be at
least 18 years of age (or 17 with

parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110
pounds, and pass the brief physical and health history exams
given prior to collecting the
donation.
To make an appointment to
donate blood or to find out
where the next blood drive will
be held, contact the Blood Bank
at 762-1119.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
was reported stolen from Calloway County Middle
phone
cell
A
•
p.m. Friday.
4:23
School at
Corner Road, was travel•Christopher P. Henson, 20, of Cherry
Friday when a deer
ing east on Old Salem Road at 10.56 p.m.
Rattling Bridge.
ran into his vehicle's path as he approached
Henson swerved to avoid the animal and ran off the road into a
to the Murray.
ditch and struck a tree. Henson was admitted
Calloway County Hospital for the night because he hit his head
during the crash and was having problems remembenng what
happened.
State Street at 9:33
• Children vandalized Christmas lights on
p.m. Saturday. A case was opened.
• A subject made forced entry at a Doran Road South residence
and left at 3:06 a.m. Sunday. A case was opened.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A burning pile of leaves was out of control at 2:20 p.m. Sunday
on Harbor Hill Lane.
— Information is obtained from reports, togs
and citations from various agencies.

Work to close Ky.
280 Wednesday
reopened to traffic in-time for
the afternoon bus run.
There will be no signed
detour. All project schedules
are tentative and subject to
change due to weather .condi
eare
r facatskorL.
d other
tions
si(altnori
to take
note of this closure on Ky. 280
in Calloway County and make
advance alternate travel plans

Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Department of
Highways plans to close Ky.
in
Road
280/Pottertown
on
County
Calloway
Wednesday. The closure at
mile point 4.4 is to allow the
replacement of a cross drain.
Ky. 280 is expected to be
closed just after the morning
school bus run and should be

TOM BERRYIedger & Times
director
Matt Martin, not picRasinen,
left,
and
program
director
William
INSTALLATION:
Department
of
Parks
WALL
tured, grab some shovels to help a department work crew, right, construct a 30-by-8 foot, simulated-rock climbing wall at
Murray-Calloway County Central Park Monday afternoon. The department is also resurfacing the fields at the park's two
baseball diamonds and installing additional playground equipment.

Boil Water Notice

,

I
it
45

A boil water notice has been issued for the Dexter-Almr
Water District due to repair work on a water line.
Customers on Almo Road east of the caution light to Oh
Almo are asked to boil their water until further notice.
For more information, please call the office at 753-9101 oi
after hours call 753-5297 or 753-1591.
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•Voices ...
and a $50 savings bond for his
essay titled "Challenges of
line. As society progresses, so Freedom," says it's a shame that
will freedom change. We must Americans take for granted their
continually face the challenges many hard-won freedoms; particularly the right to vote.
of freedom."
-It's the same with freedom
The second place winner is
speech. A lot of people just
of
Murray High School senior
Darlene Kipphut, who was hon- take that for granted," he said."1
ored by the VFW last week and also talked about how, in the
awarded a $75 savings bonds for 2000 election, it was just kidicuher paper. Kipphut wrote about lous how many people didn't
the conflicts and benefits of liv- vote and how people just aren't
ing in freedom in a nation com- taking advantage of their freeposed of diverse races, religions, dom."
En his essay, he also criticizes
customs and ideologies. •
Taylor, who won third prize the media for going too far with

From Front

Y.
C

the freedom of the press.
"The media has come a long
way since the advent of cable
television. In fact the media has
come too far to my liking. No
matter what channel you tune in
to, you will almost undoubtedly
see the mainstream media fill
America with slanted news
reports, false documents and
inappropriate news stories. It is
an ongoing challenge to recognize the limitations of the freedom of the press."
Marshall Ward, a political
science and government teacher
at CCHS who has taught both

students, said he was proud of place winners at the county level
their accomplishment and go on to the state competition.
"I'm not really sure how
expects them to continue that
success long after their high much she will win at the state
level, but you can win $50.000
school graduation.
"There are two things that I (in scholarships)," he said.
Created in 1947, the Voice of
always talk about with my students," he said. "Number one, Democracy scholarship program
they are motivated, they are is an audio-essay contest for
determined, they're self-starters high school students that annuand they will do well in life no ally provides more than $3 million in scholarships. The firstmatter what they do."
Foley commended both stu- place winner, who competes
dents on their effort and said he with all the first-place VFW
hopes Eldridge will do well dur- department winners, receives a
ing state competition. Only first s().(xx) .choIaNhip that is paid

directly to the recipient
American university, college ot
vocationalltechnical school.
Beside competing for the top
scholarship prize, as well as
other national scholarships ranging from S1.000 to $I6.000,
each department's first-place
winner receives an all-expensepaid trip to Washington. D.C.,
according to the VFW's national
Web site at www.vfw.org.
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From Front
leverage other federal, state and
local dollars for community
development projects that focus
on infrastructure development,
business development, entrepreneurship and job training
services.
The Calloway County funding was one of three DRA funds
announced Monday for western
Kentucky. The other two were
in Webster and Lyon counties

T'he Murray Bank

Town Crier

AUTO - HOME - LIFE INSURANCI

Cele6rates the grand Oyening of the new
Trorth Office and invites you to join the

Are you experiencing

Hearing Aid Problems?

fun 8e-'festivities!
• Daily drawingsfor_prizes and cash, Dec. 1ith-i5th
• grand Opening Cerebration Dec. 14th, 4:30-6:30

with the Ribbon Cutting @ 5:00
• Troll:day open 9-rouse Dec. 15th, 3:00-5:00, with Santa
available for wishes andyhgtos at the qsforth Office
The Murray Bank - Murray's Oniy LocalBang - reminds
you to shop Murray,first this holiday season,
sufforting our local merchants!

MI5 Smith 12th Street Ili no North 12th Street
2/6.751-5626
wint.themerroyhank.crim

We service and repair most brands of
hearing aids ... regardless of where you
purchased your aid. Sae us for ...
Better Quality- Better Service - Better Prices

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold a
public forum at the preschool
on Thursday at 6:15 p.m. to
discuss a health and wellness
policy. This will be before its
monthly board meeting.
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m, on
Thursday at the Carter
Administration Building. On
the agenda for the meeting is
first reading of the district's
food service no-charge policy.
attendance and various other
reports, consideration of a
revised salary schedule and a
budget work session to take
place at the end of the meeting. A special-called dinner
meeting and training session
with district Head Start personnel is scheduled for 6 p.m.
at the same location.
II The Housing Authority of
Murray has developed an
agency plan in compliance
with the Quality Housing and
Work Responsibility Act of
1998 and is available for
review at 716 Nash Dr..
through Jan. 16 from 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A public hearing is
planned for Jan.:16 at noon at
the Authority's office.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Call 270-753-8055
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Beshear, Mongiardo making
announcement on governor's race

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Democrat Steve Beshear, who made
an unsuccessful bid for governor 20 years
ago, will make an
announcement with state Sen. Dan Mongiardo next week concerning next year's governor's race, Beshear said
Monday.
He scheduled a news conference for next Monday in Frankfort
but declined to descnbe the announcement.
"If I wasn't seriously interested in running for governor, I wouldn't be holding a press conference next week," Beshear told
The
Courier-Journal.
Beshear, 62, of Lexington, ran unsuccessfully for governor in
1987 and for U.S. Senate in 1996. He has served as a state representative, attorney general and lieutenant governor.
Other potential contenders for the Democratic nomination
include Attorney General Greg Stumbo, House Speaker Jody
Richards, former Lt Gov. Steve Henry. state Treasurer Jonathan
Miller. Louisville lawyer Jack Conway and Louisville businessmen
Bruce Lundergan and Charlie Owen.
U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler, state Auditor Cnt Luallen, Louisville
Mayor Jerry Abramson and former Gov. Brereton Jones have all
said they would not seek the Democratic nomination.

Daviess County official proposes
WKU campus
for
ed
les
to
di-

80

)1(

a

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — The judge-executive in Daviess
County has proposed a satellite Western Kentucky University campus be built in Owensboro.
The campus could be built on 29 acres across from the
Owensboro Community & Technical College and could house fouryear bachelor's programs and advanced degree programs. Daviess
County Judge-Executive Reid Haire said.
Under Haire's proposal, students would attend classes at the
community college for two years and would finish their degrees at
the Western campus.
"Community growth depends upon an educated work force,"
Haire said in announcing his proposal last week."Make no mistake.
if we fail to (create) an educated work force, we'll be left behind and
will die as a community. We must act now to increase our baccalaureate degrees dramatically."
Haire said he hopes to raise the number of people receiving bachelor's degrees in the county to 1,000 by 2010 and to 2,000 by 2015.
The main campus of Western Kentucky University is in Bowling
Green. about 70 miles southeast of Owensboro.
WKU President Gary Ransdell said he didn't know the specifics
of the proposal but the effort is "most encouraging."
The plan "keeps WKU and OCTC together. which is really
important," Ransdell said. If the campus is built. Western -will fill
the space promptly, expand the (degree) programs and address the
declining numbers (of college graduates) in Daviess County,"
Ransdell said.
Other agencies, including the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System and the Council on Postsecondary
Education, would have to come to an agreement before the campus
would be built.

Third female Kentucky Supreme
Court justice sworn in

From Front
is another idea that could be considered as well."
Sun, Rep. Bill Farmer, RLexington. said he was planning
to sponsor legislation that would
eliminate the alternative minimum tax altogether on Jan. I.
2(08.
"It's becoming apparent that
thA regressive tax is not really
needed," Fanner said.
Other bills on the matter,
sponsored by Republican and
Duniaaaat lawmakers, are anticipated during the General
Assembly's next session.
By abolishing the tax, state
government would lose an estimated $190 nullion or more per
year, Hoover said. The loss,
however, would be offset by
economic growth. Hoover said.
-It will he an incentive and it
will provide -- for small businesses and manufacturers — it
will provide additional money
for them to create jobs and do
the things that this economy
relies upon them to do." Hoover
said about the effects of abolishing the AMC.
A similar version sponsored
by a House Democrat would
retroactively eliminate the tax
back to the beginning of the

year. Richards said That hill
would IiL,ly have a better
chance of passage. Richards
said
When the legislature Lou
series next month. Democrats
will hold a 61-39 lead in the
House
The cost of such a move was
uncertain. Richards said, but he
thought it would cost 170 million to 5.1(X) million
Martin Kish, a spokesman for
the Kentucky Association of
Manufacturers, said the state
should drop the tax to help lower
the cost of doing business in
Kentucky.
"It's difficult enough for
Kentucky manufacturers to compete against low -labor costs in
nations like China. India and
Mexico," Kish said. -But then,
on top of: that, we have to pa) the
AMC tax even if we lose
money."

Courier-Journal with the letter.
The governor and other constitutional officers may provide
testimony through deposition*
under Kentucky rules that govern civil procedures. including
court hearings and administrative proceedings.
Clay said he wants to question Fletcher about what he
knew about Duncan's dismissal
and whether the governor knew
about a so-called -hit list- of
people supposedly targeted for
dismissal or demotion by his
administration. Duncan's name
appears on the list.

Photo provvsea
FIRST DISTRICT HONORS FOR LAKER BAND: Pictured are Calloway County High
band members who were selected to perform in the First Distnct Honors Band at Lovett
Auditonum They were selected by audition from over 350 students district wide They
will rehearse on Jan 4-5, and present at concert at 2 p.m. on Jan. 6. They are front from
left. Amanda Duncan. Shanna Todd, Jason Jones. Jonathan Downs. Emily Ashby.
Jonathan Higgins. Derrick Chnstoper. Heather Davis. back from left. Sarah Orsbom,
Brittany Tntes. Nathaniel Beam. Cory Mullins, Brandon Orr. Kim Hagan. Johnathan
Torsak, and Mary Coleman
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-In that context, we have not
ruled out any food items.- said
Dr Dsid Acheson. chief medical officer for the FDA's Center
for Food Safety and Applied
Nutrition.
Meanwhile, health officials
in New lurk said a sample of
white onions taken from a Taco
Bell restaurant tested positive
for E (oh However, that strain

of bartersa hasn't toga 1adto
say Cane at Memo is ibst
Woad States anytime is Ihe
previous 30 days. The positive
sample mushy was iiistakealy
identified as being green OVUM,
Acheson said
The Centers tor Disease
Control and Prevention has con
tinned 64 E. cob cases ut five
MAWS, most in New Jersey. Nev.
York and Pussy tv
plus two
in Delaware and one in South
Carolina The South Carolina
patient had eaten at J
Pennsylvania Taco Bell
Meanwhile, nearly three
dozen people have fallen ill
with symptoms cilliglvisteett with
E cob infection atter cwting at
Taco John's restaurant in Cedar
Falls. Iowa
There is no indication the
outbreaks are linked. but the
C1X' has not ruled out a con
riection

From Front

Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?

Company-provided COL training for arable
carddates
s33.500-se0soo Airepneirg intrenPn..
nw-cost medical and dental Insurance

WASHINGTON tAP) Federal testing has failed to
confirm green twisters as lime
v011gtie EA an outbreak of E. cob
that sickened fs4 people who me
in Taco Bell restaurants in the
Northeast. health airmails Said
Miandav
Over the weekend. Taco Bell
offisials said they determined
that vt Afions were the likely
sourte of the hasten. But folltw-up federal testing of those
samples were negative for E.

I Fletcher ...

After ordinance, nearly 26 percent
quit smoking

Sheila K Crouse
Read Representative
753-474i

FDA can't confirm green
onions are culprit in outbreak

II Business tax ...

FRANKFORT, K). (AP) — The Kentucky Supreme Court
installed the court's third female justice in its history on Monday,
breaking up the monotony of what was previously an all-male panel.
Friends and colleagues hailed the ascension of Justice Mary C.
Noble of Lexington to the court as a historic moment for women.
She was elected to the state's high court last month.
-This is a step. a small step. but it is a step forward for civilization," former Justice John Palmore said during the ceremony. "It's a
big moment in Kentucky in terms of what civilization stands for."
Noble follows former Justices Sara Combs and Janet Stumbo.
who also served on the seven-member court.
Former Gov. Brereton Jones appointed Combs to the court in
July 1993. Combs lost her seat on the court to Stumbo the following November.
Noble defeated John Roach in the November election by more
than 30,000 votes. Gov. Ernie Fletcher appointed Roach, his onetime general counsel, to the court in 2005.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — If the air in Lexington seems clearer, there's a reason for it. In the first 20 months after a citywide
indoor smoking ban took effect, an estimated 16,467 Lexington
adults put out their cigarettes for good.
Lexington's percentage of adult smokers dropped by nearly onethird since the city's indoor smoking ban was implemented in April
2004. according to UK College of Nursing researchers, who
released their study Monday.
Researchers analyzed information gathered in federal health
interviews with 3,457 Kentuckians in six counties between 2001
and 2005 in an effort to determine how much adult smoking rates
changed. Federal health surveys found that 25.7 percent of Fayette
County adults smoked before the ban, but in the months after the
smoking ban was implemented,just 17.5 percent of Fayette County
adults reported being smokers.
Before the ban, federal data estimated that 53.444 Fayette
County adults smoked. After the ban, it was 36,977.
Researchers compared federal health data from Lexington to that
of five other counties with similar education levels, but without
smoke-free laws at the time: Boone, Hardin, Kenton, Oldham and
Woodford. While the smoking rate plummeted in Lexington. the
percentage of smokers in the five comparison counties was
unchanged during the time before and after implementation of
Lexington's smoke-free law, averaging 27.6 percent in those counties.
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It's not
about you

•••
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"One of the good things about getting older," I tell my
husband as we shuttle from one weekend errand to another,
1Tr.
V?
"is that you finally realize it's not about you."
We have been married long enough ,that, there is no need
to define "it" any further. We are talking about life, maturity, the realization that we wasted some time in our youth
worrying about what other people thought of us. Anyone
with divorce papers from an earlier marriage
knows exactly what I'm talking about.
Those were the days when we secretly
thought that the world — or at least our part
of it — revolved around us. Everything mattered. Choices were made not because they
were right for us, but because they were
expected by parents, friends, employers.
•
This morning, we talked with my stepson, Noah, who lives in Australia. He has
been there nearly two years, an arrangement
Main Street
that suited him and his Aussie wife. Both
By Constance
go
to
school
and
of them have been able to
Alexander
complete programs that will lead to careers
Local
they have chosen for themselves. As a
Columnist
cagiecartoons.com
result, Noah has gotten a job teaching; wife
Danika has completed a program in sports
medicine and therapeutic massage. In June,
they had a baby girl, Petunia Rose Davis.:They are truly a
family now.
For months, we have been preparing for Noah and family
to return stateside. Initially, they were to move back to the
USA in January and settle down somewhere in Colorado,
WASHINGTON (AP) —
where the two had first met.
Democrats aren't scrambling
My husband and I were thrilled. With one son in Califorto endorse recommendations
By ANNE PLUMMER FLAHEFtTY
nia and the other back in Colorado, visiting kids and grandof the bipartisan Iraq Study
kids would be a little easier than trekking through so many
and establish a congressional
said incoming House MajoriGroup, a tactic that largely
time zones that the concept of jet lag takes on an entirely
committee
to investigate misSteny
Hoyer,
Dty
Leader
Bush
alone
leaves President
new meaning.
reconstruction
use
of
Iraq
Md.
to salvage the war.
Recently, plans changed. Noah and Danika are remaining
spending.
Group
on
The
Iraq
Study
Instead, the party that will
in Australia. They have evaluated their options and decided
"I think they'll pass and I
Wednesday concluded the
, control Congress in January
it makes sense to stay put for the time being. My husband
be out of Iraq by think we'll put them in
U.S.
could
plans to focus on stepped-up
and I made lists of all the reasons they should come back
strong enough terms to send
early 2008 if it dramatically
home, citing the benefits of living here rather than there, but oversight of Bush's plans for
signal" to the president
the
number
of
a
increased
of course home is a relative term. They are already there.
the war.
troops advising Iraqi units
that Congress opposes his
This is not about us but them, so we have been getting
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.,
Iraq policy, Murtha said.
and threatened to cut off aid
used to the idea, or trying to.
who will take over the
to the Iraqi government
Rep. Ike Skelton, D-Mo.,
Armed Services Committee,
Meanwhile, Australia is in the grip of a long-term
unless it meticertain milewho will chair the House
drought, and raging brush fires have scorched** thousands of says he'll hold three hearings stones.
Armed Services Committee,
acres of public and private property. According to today's
on Bush's plans for Iraq and
said he was most interested
The panel also suggested
account on www.theage.com.au, "potential for devastation is
is prepared to subpoena docin conducting tough oversight
asking Iran and Syria to
enormous." In addition, the fires are described as "unlike
uments to review past mispressure
militias
inside
Iraq
hearings.
any before, having arrived months ahead of the normal fire
steps.
to stop sectarian killings.
"They can do a great deal
season and continuing to burn wild through the night."
Democrats also are eyeing
toward influencing adminisComprised of five RepubIt is summer in Australia: hot, dry and ferociously windy.
ways to attach conditions to
licans and five Democrats — trations — plural — and'
Noah calls this morning. It is 3 a.m., their time. He sounds
war funds that won't hurt
"gray
beards" who advised - future actions based upon
groggy and far away. Wife and baby were packed off to
troops and may even attract
what they have or have not
past presidents or sat on the
Melbourne yesterday. Even in the city, hours away, acrid
Republican support. Sen.
the
panel
done
in the past," he said in
Supreme
Court
—
smog stains blue skies to a yellowish gray.
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., the
an interview on C-SPAN's
received a standing ovation
Noah has stayed behind to try and secure the house, chop next chairman of the Appro"Newsmakers" program.
after briefing senators.
back brush, water down the roof. He can track the progress
priations Committee, is conBut
lawmakers
from
both
The lack of immediate
sites.
There
government-sponsored
Web
various
fires
on
of
sidering a plan to amend the
parties have taken aim at the action on the Iraq Study
are so many, the fires have names. The one most threatening 2002 legislation that authorGroup's 79 recommendations
recommendations. Sen. John
to Orneo, the rural community in the state of Victoria where
ized the war by adding to it
underscores two realities in
McCain, R-Ariz., said the
Noah and Danika live, is called Heyfield Complex.
an exit strategy.
report's
rejection
of
his
idea
Washington.
and
his
exit
stratThe car is packed for a quick getaway,
To gain bipartisan support, to increase troop levels in
First, Congress' power
egy has a couple of alternative routes, depending on how
Byrd is expected to identify
Iraq runs counter to the
over the president's foreign
the wind blows. The neighbor across the road is still there,
only broad conditions under
advice of many uniformed
policy is somewhat limited.
battening down the hatches and having a beer when the
which troops should come
officers. Likewise, Rep. John
Lawmakers control the war
smoke and the heat get to him.
home rather than set firm
Murtha, D-Pa., said he was
budget and some Democrats,
"It helps you see how different people deal with fear,"
dates or issue specific
reluctant to embrace the
including
Rep. Dennis
being
cowed
himself.
calmly,
though
he
admits
to
Noah says
demands.
report because it doesn't rec- Kucinich, D-Ohio, have
He can take care of himself. He doesn't need us. but he
ommend pulling out troops
In the House, members
advocated cutting funding for
has called to say that the sound of our voices is reassuring.
fast enough.
are considering attaching
it. But Democratic leaders
We hope we remind him of home.
conditions to the next war
have dismissed choking off
Murtha, who next month
For additional information, go to http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/ spending bill, expected to be
takes over the House panel
military funds because it
dse/nrenfoe.nsf/Flome+Page/DSE+Fire—Home+Page?open
at least $100 billion and per- that oversees defense spendcould hurt troops.
haps as much as $160 biling, said he doesn't want to
Also, Democrats — like
lion.
cut off funding for troops
Republicans — remain divid"The Congress should not, but will use the next war
ed on exactly how to end
spending bill to press for
nor do the American public
the war, dimming hopes they
more oversight.
would find consensus among
expect us, to have $160 bilMurtha said he wants to
themselves, let alone agree
lion spent without a very
on a bipartisan plan.
reinforce a ban on torture,
substantial oversight and
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
bar the president from buildinvolvement by the Congress
Leaving a course of
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
in how that money is spent." ing permanent bases in Iraq
Mon. — Fri. 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
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Dems slow to embrace Iraq study
WASHINGTON TODAY
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action up to Bush also
allows Democrats to sidestep
the political land mines associated with failure. Foreign
policy experts agree any path
taken to end the war is
fraught with risk and that
increased casualties are
unavoidable.
Former Rep. Les Hamilton, co-chair of the study
group, told lawmakers this
week he recognized their
power was limited.
"The fact of the Matter is
that the report that we put
before, you must largely, be
implemented by the executive
branch," Hamilton said. "You
cannot dodge that fact."
However, Hamilton and
co-chair James Baker III said
Congress' ability to strike a
bipartisan accord would
influence the White House.
"This is an extraordinarily
difficult problem. And unless
the country comes together
behind a unified approach.
we're going to have a tough
time dealing with it," said
Baker, a Bush family friend
and former secretary of state.
Levin said he is interested
in putting Congress on the
record in support of the
panel's efforts, even if members cannot agree on the
specifics. In particular. Levin
said he envisions lawmakers
rallying behind the notion
that a political settlement in
Iraq is necessary for success.
"I think it's very possible
there could be an effort that
generally supports the recommendations," he said. "Most
of us do."
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Mrs. Sylvia DI
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Mrs. Sylvia Dill, 87, Murray, died today, Thesday.
Dec. 12, 2006,
at 6:45 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangement
s.

Mrs. Helen Bach Fulkersoo

The funeral for Mrs. Helen Elects Fulkerson will
be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Dr. Todd Buck
and Rev. Calvin Wilkins will officiate. Music will be
by Nelson Key,
soloist, and Emma Dean Clayton. pianist.
Active pallbearers will be Jerry Brantley. Jim Kelly, Jimmy
Bell.
Eddie Hale, James Holland, Bill Stinson, Bill Outland
and Dale
Barnett. An honorary group will be members of the
Golden Circle
Sunday School Class of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mrs. Fulkerson, 83, Elm Grove Road, Murray. died Monday.
Dec. 11, 2006, at 5:30 a.m. at her home.
Born Oct. 6, 1923, in Ohio County. she was the daughter of the
late Marion Matthews and elizabeth Cox Matthews. A sister, Gladys
Matthews, also preceded her in death.
She was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church, where she was
active in the WMU at Elm Grove and with the Blood River Baptist
Association WMU. She taught Sunday School for 50 years and was
active in the Parent-Teacher Association.
Survivors include her husband, Matthew Walton Fulkerson. a
Navy veteran, to whom she was married during World War II in
1943; one son, Dwayne Fulkerson and wife. Karen. Chicago, Ill.;
three daughters, Mrs. Ruth Rogers and husband, Bill, Murray, Mrs.
Gwen Lewis. Almo, and Mrs. Melinda Kennedy and husband, Jack.
Princeton: two grandchildren, Kelly Stover and husband, Jeremy.
Dyersburg. Term., and Matthew Kennedy, Murray: one brother, Ed
Matthews and wife. Pat. Dayton, Ohio: three stepgrandchildren; five
ste pgreat-grandchildren .

Frank Hill
The funeral for Frank Hill will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
American Cancer Society. Attn.: Pat Latimer, P.O.
Box 1080. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Hill, 74, Strawberry Lane, Murray, died
Saturday. Dec. 9. 2006, at 4:55 p.m. in Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's emergency room.
A lifelong farmer in dairy, row crops and beef cattle, he was an
avid fisherman. An Army veteran of peace time, he was a graduate
of the 1950 Class of Hazel High School and received his bachelor of
science degree in aviculture from Murray State University.
Born June 10. 1932, in Murray. he was the son of the late Marvin
Hill and Lois Tidwell Hill.
Survivors include one sister, Betty Lou Hill, and one aunt. Lucy
Tidwell. both of Murray; first cousins, Patsy Rogers and husband.
Lenith. and Sathmy Tidwelll and wife. Barbara, all of Murray. and
Wanda Fisher and husband, Johnny, Chattanooga, Tenn.; second
cousins, Beverly Wylie. Susan Brandon. Eddie Rogers, Mitch
Tidwell and Sandra Enundns.
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Mrs. Opal Hannan Heath'
Mrs. Opal Norman Heath. 85, Paducah. died Sunday. Dec. 10.
2006. at 3:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
She was a member of Lonepak First Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents, W.A. Norman and
Bertha Jackson Norman; two sisters; six brothers: two half sisters;
and two half brothers.
Survivorit include her husband, Clarence W. Heath. to whom she
had been married for 66 years; one son. Joe Max Heath and wife.
Dana. Lebanon, Term.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel
of Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Rev. Stan Reid and Rev. Mike
Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak First Baptist
Church. 3601 Lone Oak Road, Paducah, Ky., 42003.
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Mrs. Kathryn MclOnnon Kolb

Paul T.(Tom)Granuner,67. Benton. died Saturday..Dec 9.
2006.
at 8:45 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital
He war a dental sales representative for
Sullivan Schein Dental Products and was of
Christian faith
Preceding him in death were his parents. Paul
Thomas Grammer Sr. and Lillian Marguerite
Edwards Grammer. and one stepson. Craig
Faith.
Suvivors include his wife of 14 years, Mrs
Marilyn Wallace Grammer; two sons. Paul
Grammer
Thomas Grammer III. Jasper, hal., and Sacs en
Charles Grammer, Fort Wayne. Ind.; one stepdaughter, Sherry Castleberry, Gilbertsville: one stepson, Chad Faith.
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Nancy Calvert, Madisonville; one brother.
Ed Grammer. Evansville. Ind.; six grandchildren. several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of FilbeckCann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Tommy Woodruff will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Bethel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Mary liosephroys Rich

The funeral for Mrs. May Humphreys Fort rill be sudsy
(Tuesday) at 1:30 p.m. in die chapel at J.H. Chiudiall Funeral
Haw.Ii.Clothe and List Somas mil atlIciMe.
PaBbeeress will be Nil Holtamen. Carl Minn krr, Mums.
Daniel Clarke. Caleb Seems and Michael Omit. active Michael
Albertson. Sadie Raney, Emma Albernion, Abha Porte. Hiliaira
Samna and Holly Clarke. honorary Burial will folkow in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Firm Baptist Church
203 Scuds Fourth St.. Munay, Ky. 42071 in memiwy of Mary
Humphreys Bach.
Mrs Finch. 89, Sycamore Street. Murray. died aaturday. Des 9
2006, at 4-05 am at Spring Creek Health Carr
She had worked in the tooling office apartment with Milkman"
Douglas Aircraft Coaspesy it St. Louis. Mo . before
rearm,- She
was a member of First Baptist Church. Marra,
Preceding her in death were her'uthend. Woodrow. Key. in 1957.
one daughter. Linda Key. and two brothers. Doms arid Doyle
Humphreys Born May 23. 1917. in Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Fred Humphreys and Pearl Smotherman
Hionphreys
Survisors include one daughter. MM. Susanne Bowers and husband. David. Lansing. Mich. one sister. Mr‘ %/dew Young.
Murray. six grandchildren; 10 great - grarak 1)11,11er

World's oldest woman dies at 116
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (API -Elizabeth "Lizzie" Bolden. recognized as the world's oldest
person. died Monday at a
Memphis nursing home. not far
from the Tennessee fields she
and her husband farmed as
teenagers almost 100 years ago.
Bolden. the daughter of former slaves, was 116. She was
born Aug. 15, 1890 in rural
Fayette County. east of
Memphis, while Benjamin
Harrison was still in the White
House.
"She lived a full life and we
are very, very proud of her. She
had a good life,- said grandson
James W. Bolden, 69. "She was
a dutiful Christian."
Guinness World Records recognized Bolden as the world's
oldest person after the August
death of Maria Esther de
Capovilla of Ecuador, also 116
but II months older.
Emiliano Mercado del Toro,
115, of Puerto Rico is now
expected assume the title of
world's oldest person, said
Robert Young, a Guinness
researcher. The Gerontology
Research Group, an organization that tracks the ages of the
world's oldest people, lists
Toro's date of birth as Aug. 21.
1891.
Bolden died shortly before 1
a.m. CST at the Mid-South
Health
and
Rehabilitation
Center, a nursing home where
she had lived since 1999. She
suffered a stroke in 2004 and
had been bedridden for several
years. family members said.
But James Bolden said he
remembered the grandmother he
called "Mamma Lizzie" as a
robust farm woman who worked
beside her husband. Lewis, in
the fields they began farming
together in Fayette County in
1908.
"They were both 19 years old
when they started." Bolden said.

Mrs. Kathryn McKinnon Kolb. 96. Dyersburg, Tenn., died
Saturday. Dec. 9, 2006, at Reelfoot Manor Nursing and
Rehabilitation.
She was a member of Cumberland Presbyterian Church. former
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) owner of City Drug in Dyersburg. former operator of Boyette's Kentucky's public school stuDining Room, and former receptionist for Dr. Tom Banks.
dents are learning in safer
Preceding her in death were her husband, A.R. Kolb, and one son, schools, where disciplinary
James Wallace Holloway Sr.
actions for law violations have
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Patricia Holloway Burros. declined over the past five years.
Tiptonville, Tenn.; one brother. James Thomas McKinnon, Hot a new report says.
Springs Village, Ark.: four grandchildren. James Wallace Holloway
The annual survey by the
Jr.. Brian Holloway, Adam Holloway and Gloria Brown; and six Kentucky Center for School
great-grandchildren. Safety reported a decline in
The funeral was today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Curry drug-abuse incidents, discipliFuneral Horne, Dyersburg. Dr. Larry Blakebum officiated. Burial nary actions for serious criminal
was in the Dyer County Memorial Gardens. Dyersburg.
violations and a(imp in the total
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite organization number of days public school
of the donor's choice.
students were suspended from
school in 2005-2006.
The report also said there
Mrs. Wanda L Williams
The funeral for Mrs. Wanda L. Williams will be today (Tuesday) have been no criminal homiat 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Robert cides or forcible rapes at the
Saywell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Maple Springs state's public schools over the
past five years.
Cemetery, Benton.
"If the kids don't feel safe
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Williams. 73, Walnut Street, Benton. died Sunday. Dec. 10, and secure in their learning envimoment, they're not going to
2(X*. at 12:35 a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center.
A homemaker, she was a member of Maple Spring United learn as well as they would if
they have a safe and secure feelMethodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Prentice Williams, and ing at that school." said Jon
Akers. executive director of the
her mother. Lora Walker Clark.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Penny Williams Roberts. school safety center, a state
one son, Craig Williams. her father, Franklin Clark, one sister, Mrs. agency headquartered at Eastern
Judy McCallon. and one brother, Donnie Clark. all of Benton; two Kentucky University
The annual report showed, in
grandchildren; one stepgrandchild; two great-grandchildren; two
similar numbers to last year, that
stepgreat-grandchildren.
black students were disproportionately disciplined compared

AP
John Louis "Jack" Bolden, 74, talks with his grandmother, Elizabeth Bolden. 114, in Memphis.
Tenn., in this Apnl 27, 2005, file photo Bolder), recognized as the world s oldest person in
August 2006 by the Guinness Book of World Records, died early Monday. the administrator of
the nursing home where she lived said. She was 116.
Elizabeth and Lewis Bolden
had seven children and raised
cotton and subsistence crops on
farmland near Memphis until
the 1950s. James Bolden said.
Lewis Bolden died in the
early 1950s and "Mamma
Lizzie" moved in with relatives
nearer Memphis in the 1960s,
Bolden said.
"She was a strong woman."
he said. "I never knew Mamma
Lizzie to be sickly."
But Elizabeth Bolden's
health worsened in recent years,
and as she moved up on the list
of oldest people. family members grew protective of her pnvacy and kept the news media

and other outsiders away.
Reporters were barred from a
birthday party in August at
which family Members say
Bolden. who had a taste for
sweets, was treated to Me cream
and candy.
She had 40 grandchildren.
according to family members,
and descendants in the hundreds
reaching to great-great-greatgreat grandchildren.
And until the last years, she
was the keeper of the family history.
"She used to tell us a lot of
things about her people. the
older people." said grandson
James Bolden. "I wanted to ,lo .1

Report: Kentucky public schools getting safer
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to their white schoolmates.
More than 22 percent of the students expelled or suspended
during the 2005-06 school year
were black, even though they
made up just 10.5 percent of the
state's 633.241 public students.
About 48.345 of the total
number of students, or 7.63 percent, committed an offense that
resulted in a suspension. corporal punishment or expulsion. the
numbers showed.
Schools reported'slight drops
in disciplinary actions for several school board violations
including disturbing class, fightmg and threatening or intimidation.
Ann
Ferriell. Jefferson
County Public Schools' director
of Safe and Drug Free Schools.
said a zero tolerance policy in
the state's largest school district
has worked effectively.
Additionally, there are 21
school resource officers posted
at Jefferson County schools to
address safety concerns Femell
said the data in Monday's report
helps school administrators find
out which policies are working.
"We're constantly analyzing
the data to see if there are overall concerns either with the

entire district or individual
schools," she said.
For the five-year period. the
survey showed a 77 percent
decrease in disciplinary actions
for serious criminal offenses.
such as burglary. assault and
theft
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Zeta Department hears

Murray Middle School Bands
will present concert tonight

Wilson speak at meeting
Mike Wilson of Wilson's
Florist was the guest speaker
at the November meeting of
the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Wilson presented ideas for
holiday decorating.
The thought for the day was
given by Thelma Bailey.
Hostesses were Janet Kirk,
Frances Matarazzo and Maurine Hopson.
The department will meet

Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club
house. The program will be a
Chinese auction with each
member to bring a wrapped
gift to exchange. Also members are asked to bring reports
of their volunteer service and
recycling.
Hostesses will be Norma
Frank, Bettie Lou Farris and
Helen Foley. Betty Sue Vinson will give the thought for
the day.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Murray Middle School Sixth, Seventh
and Eighth Grade Bands will present their
annual winter concert tonight at 7 in the
school gym.
Also performing will be the Murray
Flute Choir, some sixth grade ensembles
and the MMS Jazz Band.
The public is invited. There is no admission charge; however the band students
will be accepting donations of canned goods
and staple items at the door for MurrayCalloway County Need Line.

SS representative here
Thursday

A representative of the Social Security Admuustration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213. "
Photo provided

Pictured are Jeff Morehead, left, secretary, Camp 11313,
and Brad McWherter in front of the WATCH sign

Local Modern Woodmen
plans WATCH fundraiser
Photo provided

Mike Wilson, second right, is pictured with hostesses, from
left. Frances Matarazzo, Maurine Hopson and Janet Kirk, at a
meeting of the Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club.

Photo provided

TIGER TRAIT SLIPS: Murray Middle School students
receive tiger trait slips for making good choices and
exhibiting respect and responsibility. Lou Carter, principal,
collects the slips and has a drawing during lunch every
Friday. Students may chose from a variety of items when
their name is drawn. "I think we should reward the students for good behavior," Carter said. "It is a fun time for
students and they know the more times they have their
name in the basket, the better chance of having it drawn."
Pictured, from left, are Aisha Fields; Kayla Little; Carter
and Coreysha Alexander.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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It's ok to splurge for
the holidays...

Up to

40% OFF

Members of Murray Mod- munity cause, organization or
ern Woodmen of American, individual in need by holding
Camp 11313 will hold a fundraisers. These fundraising
fundraiser for program opera- projects contribute more than
tion and supplies needed at $5 million to community needs
nationwide each year.
WATCH through Dec. 20.
For more information or for
Plans for the fundraiser
Peggy
contact
include collecting aluminum pick-up,
cans from area businesses and Williams. executive director of
residents. The money raised will WATCH at 759-1965, ext. 100.
Donations of aluminum cans
be matched by Modern Woodmen's home office, up to $2,500 can be made ,24 hours a day
through the fraternal benefit by driving through from 702
society's Matching Fund pro- Main St.. to the cotton wagon
gram and will be used for equip- located in the WATCH parkment and needed supplies for ing lot.
The organization's Murray
daily operation of WATCH.
provides a number of
camp
program
fund
matching
This
offers Modern Woodmen mem- volunteer • service and social
bers nationwide the chance to activities,for local members.
show their support of a corn-

Need Line has nearly
500 applications for
Christmas food baskets
Tonia Casey, executive
director of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line, said "492
applications have been made
for the annual Christmas food
basket program."
Items still needed are bread
or bread mix, canned sweet
potatoes and a few more frostings. These Christmas food
baskets will be distributed Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St., Murray.
Volunteers are needed.
Distribution of the baskets
to the 187 seniors will be
when these seniors come for
the Senior Commodity Food
Program pick up on Thursday
from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
at the Need Line office.
Casey said "I have been
overwhelmed at the large
amount of food donated for
the Christmas food .baskets and
for the general program of Need
Line that continues throughout the year."
Casey said the following
items are low for the regular
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Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Wednesday at I p.m. at the club house. Dr. Matt
Wiggins of Murray State University will speak about "Exercise and Cancer Recovery." Hostesses will be Alice Koenecke.
Mayrelle Clark and Susan O'Neill.

Christmas Caroling Wednesday
All ages are invited to join in for Christmas Caroling at
private homes and nursing facilities on Wednesday at 5 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church.

CCHS Committee will meet
The Assessment Committee of Calloway County High School
Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:15
p.m. in the Library/Media Center. All interested persons are
invited.

Club will judge homes Wednesday
Hazel Woman's Club will have its annual contest for decorations of homes for Christmas this year. The judging will
take place on Wednesday. Residents of the homes in the city
limits of Hazel are asked to have their lights turned on or
before 6:30 p.m. First, second and third winning prizes will
be given by the club.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting today at 3:45 in the
media center.

WOW Lodge 592 will not meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will not have
ing Thursday for this month.

a

meet-

Coldwater Youth Group will meet
Youth Group of Coldwater United Methodist Church will
meet Wednesday at 6 p.m. at the church.

WOW Lodges plan dinner
Woodmen of the world Lodges 170 and 970 will have a
catered Christmas dinner tonight at 6 at the WOW Harmon
building. Each one is asked to bring a$5 gift for eh Chinese
auction. If possible call 753-4741 for dinner reservations.

Calloway Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Booster meeting will be today
at 5:30 p.m. in the Calloway County High school band room.
The boosters support both the high school and middle school
band programs. Middle and high school parents and all interested persons are invited.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 4 p.m. at Tom's Grille, according to
Janet Byassee Johnson, principal.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting today at 3:30 p.m.
in the media center.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4 p.m. in the media center. All interested persons are invited.

Senior center selling calendars
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is selling
an histoncal calendar of Murray with the cost being only $5
which would be an excellent Christmas gift. All profits will
go to help fund the services offered at the center.

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 .to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. KY
. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
.
42071
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

JetTI ElitOtt LPN
Permanent Cosmetic-. A nisi

Stop in /or the perfect holiday gift for Ilk one irion

Stuart Atexander

preparation of.clients at the
office:
Soup for the pantry; eggs
for the cooler/freezer; dish liquid, bath tissue and bleach for
personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies; large brown paper
bags.
During the month of November, Need Line ireceived 846
applications for help.
These were 750 for food,
79 for utilities. 12 for rent.
22 for medication and medical transportation, 356 for personal and hygiene products.
80 for unemployed, 757 for
low income; three for attending Money Management Class;
two for homeless; 21 referrals
made.
The Need Line Board will
meet Monday at noon at Sirloin Stockade.
The Need Line office is.
open from, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Need
Line is a United Way agency.
For more information call 7536333.

Delta Department will meet

Al-Anon meeting is tonight
Al-Anon will Fleet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend

Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 in the annex
of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles. For
information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

KY FARM BUREAU 753-4703

David ffearlicort
Scram Adiuster

CommuNrry
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Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are Jackie Helm, Shirley
Robinson
and Lillian Robertson, hostesses for the
November meeting of the tpme Department of the Murray
Woman's
Club.

Auction held at meeting
of Home Department
Jackie Helm was auctioneer for the annual auction held
at the November meeting of
the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
A potluck lunch was served
with Helm, Shirley Robinson
and Lillian Robertson as host-

The club will meet Thursday at 11 a.m, for a luncheon
at the Garden Gate. Members
are asked to bring a $5 to $10
ornament for exchange.
Lynda Cooper will give the
devotion. Helen Dunn. department chairman, urges all members to attend.

esses.

New Beginnings
Transition Home Project
There will be a fund—raiser jewelry show with independent jewelry consultant. Ahson Weaver, on Sat.. Dec.. 16
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. COOKIE LEE jewelry will be on
display in Murray at 200 S.
6th and Maple.(white house
on corner) 50 % of the proceeds will go to the New
Beginnings Transition Home

Project sponsored by Westside
Jail/Prison Ministry. Come and
see the lovely, affordable jewelry on display and take some
home for yourself, or for a
friend for Christmas. For more
information call Alison Weaver
at 753-7384 or Sharon Adams
at 767-1800 or Linda Wright
at 753-0156.

OAKS TRA9trakimi9er & Times
CANNED GOODS FOR A GOOD CAUSE: Students in Andy Davenport's third grade
class at Calloway County's Souttnvost
Elementary School were among those at the school collecting canned good
to be donated to the Murray-Calloway County
Need Line. The school surpassed its goal by collecting double the number of
canned goods it had hoped to get. 01 the
1.982 cans collected Davenport's class brought in 430 canned good items Davenport
is pictured (back nght) with his class

CCHS takes 7th in WKU tournament
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Calloway County High School
placed seventh at the Western
Kentucky University Hilltopper Senior Tournament on Saturday. December 9th. The team
won two awards at the meet.
Junior Valene Crowder placed
second in Broadcasting and
Freshman Austin Ramsey took
fifth place in Humorous Interpretation. Graves County took

first place at the tournament, Miller, Jal11111C Murdock. Seth
followed by Danville. Lafayette. Fortenbery. Will Blackford.
Bethlehem. and Paul Liwrence Elizabeth Hillman. Emily Alton.
Dunbar rounding out the top and Patti White
five schools.
The team will next travel
Team members contribut- to the Henry Clay "Speak of
ing to the effort include Kit- the Devil" Classic at Henry Clay
son Crass, Aaron Clayton. High School on Jan. 6.
Nathan Erwin. Holly ChrisThe
Calloway
County
tensen,
Arista
Underhill. Speech Team is coached by
Danielle Pntchett, Allyson Michael Robinson.

Photo provided
Pictured above, Rachel Morgan (Monte Mouse) helps fellow
cast member Quellie Allen (Joy) with her costume.

MMS fourth graders
write, perform own play
Donna Keller, librarian at
Murray Middle School, encouraged her fourth grade arts and
humanities students to write
their own play and put on a
performance for their family and
friends. The students were up
for the challenge and not only
wrote the play entitled "The
Hidden Christmas" but cast the
play and directed as well.
The students came up with
their own characters and made
their costumes and props. Script
writers were Ettan Danielson.
Rachel Morgan. Hannah Clark
and Sarah Whitney. The play
included a narrator Sabrina
Jackson and continued with a
large family begging for all
kinds of gifts for chnstmas. •
Daddy Pete (Brendan Parker) turns out his pockets to
show there is no money for
Christmas gifts this year. The
children search for coins, and
finding none, they think there
will be no gifts at all for christmas. Of course they find out

that it is not all the things
you get as gifts but how you
spend the holiday season - with
the help of an angel pig who
Photo provided
twirls into their life (Meredith Pictured are, from left, Robbie Blalock, Spring Creek resident. and Missy Neir. unit clerk. durMullins) with family and friends ing Spnng Creek's Thanksgiving holiday celebration dinner
that really matters.
They end up outside decorating a huge tree with homemade decorations and singing
"We Wish You a Merry Christmas."
Other cast members were
Grandma Peggy, Hannah Clark.
Momma Jane, Etta Danielson;
Spring Creek Health Care celebrated Thanks- Activities Director at Spnng Creek Health Care.
Monte Mouse. Rachel Morgan; giving with residents, family. staff, and friends "Everyone
looks forward to the event eaai
Lily, Quellie Allen; Destiny. Jor- during Thanksgiving potlucks.
year and there is always good support from
dan
Dining the week of November 13. there families and friends."
Nagy; Casey. Abby
Franklin; Joy, Sarah Whitney; were four Thanksgiving potluck dinners for
Cindy Ragsdale. Director of Social Services,
Olivia. Beth Graham: Oliver. the family and friends of residents. There began the Thanksgiving potluck event in 1984
were a total of 350 people in attendance on and it has become an annual event every year
John Ryne Winchester; and
Peter. Bethany Vogt. The per- all four nights. Roughly 125 residents attend- since. Entertainment was provided and was
formance was taped by John ed and 100 families, plus staff came to the enjoyed by all. Family members also,receive
Gibson. Murray Electric, and event. This is the 22nd year for Spring Creek a photo opportunity with their loved ones at
to do the Thanksgiving potluck event.
the event.
will be aired during the holi"It was great to see the families and resiThe event was very rewarding to all as
day season.
dents being able to cat a meal together and noted by the smiles on everyone's faces," said
share in the fellowship," said JoAnna Thomas, JoAnna Thomas.

Spring Creek Health Care
celebrates Thanksgiving

Oloe

AH group at
MSU passes
$1M mark
Students, faculty. staff and
American Humanics IAN)
advisory committee members at Murray State University recently mos ed past
the SI million mark in funds
generated for the university and the community Working together. the group has
raised over 5645.(KX)in grant
funds to develop initiatives
such as the Set's ice Learning Scholars program and the
MSU Center for Service
Learning and Civic Engagement.
Students base incorporated fund raising strategies
developed in financial development classes to bring in
more than 5220.000 in scholarship money for AH students to attend ipecial lead
ership conferences. These
same strategies have been
helpful in organizing community members to total up
more than S1350111 for the
Big Brothers Big Sisters
program through the Buddy
Campaign and a classroom
activity referred to as "Silly
Willy" Another s4.5oo was
brought in through classroom
activities for the annual
Angel Fund and $.51101) for
the Christmas Gift Market
The Amencan Humanics/Youth and Nonprofit
Leadership program at MSU
is the program at Murray
IN the largest in the country and has received seven
national awards and 21 local
awards for excellence in
academics, leadership. service and research
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QUICK RECALL VICTORIES: Calloway County's North
Elementary School's Quick Recall Academic Team is pictured
above after recent wins in matches against Southwest
Elementary School, Murray Middle School and South
Marshall Middle School. Pictured above, front row from left,
are: Hudson Elliott Landon Fike; Daniel Yoo; Mark Tyler; and
Manee Barett. Back row: Vicki Pierce (coach); Destiny
Wendling; Dillon Housden; Alex Gullixon; Kaitlyn Burkeen;
Wade Gnggs; and Susan Earheart (coach). Not pictured is
team member Justin Wilhelm.

Photo provided

CHRISTMAS FUN AT MMS: Its beginning to look a lot like Christmas at Murray Middle School. The student council members
at MMS have been working hard to decorate the atrium for the students and staff to enjoy. "Ms. Butler showed us how to make
our own bows so we've enjoyed making bows for the wreaths this year," said Lauren Bierbaum, student council officer. Pictured
are Katrina Olson (left) and Bierbaum displaying the wreaths before hanging them in the atrium at MMS.

GREG TRAVIS Ler & Times

Photo provided

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A fROCK STAR VISITS SOUTHWEST: Retired Murray State University professor Dr.
Dutwood Beatty recently spoke to students in Gina Crider's fourth grade class at Calloway
CoUnty's Southwest Elementary School. Crider said Beatty, who works with the 4-H young
geologists club, has spoken to her class for several years.

DANCE PERFORMANCE:
Murray Elementary students
recently enjoyed the performance of the Nutcracker
at MSU's Lovett Auditorium.
of
Murray
Several
Elementary School's students were dancers in the
ballet produced by Karen
Balzer and the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company.
Murray Elementary P-4 students were also featured in
the "Chinese Dance" as the
culmination of a five-week
dance project. Kim Black,
music teacher, received a
grant to fund the project from
Ronald McDonald House
Charities and the Murray
Tourism Commission.

Murray Elementary
Chess Team wins
trophy at Central City
The Murray Elementary
Chess Team competed recently
in a chess tournament in Central
City. The team placed second in
the elementary division.
Members of the team include
Ashtin
McKinney. Dillon
Balthrop and Kevin Wann.

WORKING HARD FOR SOLUTIONS: Calloway County's
North Elementary School's Future Problem Solving team
members work hard to sharpen their skills. Pictured above,
from left, are: Elizabeth Chadwick, Adnanna Buhler; Joshua
Betts; Logan Palmer; and Jennifer McCafferty, coach. Not pic—
tured is team member Emily Wood.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

TOPS IN ESSAY COMPETMON: Cody Bergman (left) and
Tyler Stone, fifth grade students at Calloway County's North
Elementary School, recently tied for first place in the Pat
Brockenborough River Heritage Challenge Essay Contest

subscribe by calling 753-1916
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Photo provided

WATER POLLUTION EXPERIMENT: Pictured above, from
left, Aaron Collie, Jesse Vaught and Tyler Schanbacher, seventh grade students at Calloway County Middle School, simulate water pollution in a recent experiment conducted in a
presentation by Jennie Frazier of the Environmental
Education Department at Murray State University.

Photo provided

Photo provided

FAMILY NIGHT FUN AT MES: Murray Elementary School
families recently enjoyed a Family Night Fun and Book Fair.
The theme for this year's event was 'Travel Through Time."
The evening featured decorations and costumes used to
depict the vanous periods of history. Students also enjoyed
shopping in the Book Fair

THE DANCING GAME:
Calloway County's North
Elementary School fourth
grader Lauren Simmons
enjoyed the Dancing Game
at the school's recent Fall
Festival. The night's festivities had the theme of Fall
Harvest 2006 and students
and parents participated in a
night filled with food, games
and prizes, Watching Lauren
do the Dancing Game is her
mother, North Elementary
Special Education teacher
Ken Simmons.
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

Kennedy, Racers still looking to improve
By SCOTT NANNEY
said Kennedy on Monday, just
Sports Editor
two days removed from a 70Just a month into the 2006- 67 victory at Morehead State
07 season, the Murray State that has left Ins ballclub at 4Racers and 7 overall and 2-1 in Ohio Valfirst -year ley Conference play.
head coach
According to Kennedy, the
Billy young and inexpenenced RacKennedy ers hasfe shown some improvehave come to ment in the first month of the
a crossroads season. Yet, there are admitof sorts.
tedly miles to go before MSU
With II can live up to its status as the
games defending conference champialready ons.
Kennedy
under their
And the long road begins
belts
and with more overall consistency
more than a week left before and better rebounding, which
their next game, Kennedy and has been an Achilles heel for
the Racers won't rest on their the Racers in recent games.
laurels heading into a two-game.
Despite the win at Morepre-Christmas
homestand head, Murray was pounded on
against Samford and Jack- the glass by a 38-26 margin,
sonville State.
including a 19-9 deficit on the
"I'm willing to do whatev- offensive boards. Junior guard
er it takes to win, and that's Bruce Carter was the Racers'
what we're going to try to find top rebounder against the Eagles
out in these next (few) days," with II No other player had

MSU Media RegolkolO

urray State guard Brims Caner
pier of the Week by the Ohio
d in two solid performattneg
split a pan' of games at rinstall
after, a junior from Detroit, Mak sernared 14,5
rebounds in the two games and hit n percent
from the field. He turned in a donbre-double
7 win at Morehead State 114 points. 11
ed a big role is the knives' win. On Themday
scored 14 points on 6-4-11 shoot*,
arter joined the Rem this season after hap
, Ark win the National Junior College
Man:h. He was named the tournament tide game
e is currently leading the Racers in scoring
ts pa gatus,
on the team
,outing.
more than three.
On the season, MSU is outrebounding its opponents by
an average of just 2.4 boards
per game. Senior forward
Shawn Witherspoon is the

CHICAGO 42 ST. LOUIS 27

team's leading rebounder at 5.6
per outing. Carter follows closely behind at 5.0.
The lack of rebounding —
especially by post players —
has irked Kennedy.

-We re going to sten charting missed blackouts and penalize our guys in some kind of
conditioning for not doing it,"
he explained "We're just doing
a poor job of making physical contact with our opponent
on either end of the court 1.
"We've got to continue to
emphasize (rebounding and
play guys who are going to
do it. If that means a 6-3 guard
blocking out a 6-8 forward,
we're going to play them The
frustrating thing is, that's somedung you can get better at.
We're going to get better at it
because we're going to work
on it."
The Racers have also failed
to show a killer instinct, failing to close out what looked
to be a„ sure victory at Eastern Kentucky last 'Thursday
night before falling to the
Colonels in overtime
That same scenario almost
repeated itself on Saturday at

Morcesial balm Murray held
air the Ilegles is the werueg
woods. avoid* a potentially dulaatems ramp on the
annual "Dna Wiry" trip -somstiimg dig hoses happened
to aa MSU too loos 2003
"We're getting beam but
we cam% sustain (oar play ).Kennedy soled "We cas play
a great (first) half, but we can't
sustain at at the sewed half.
That's why you see a lot of
different guys playing
We
still have guys playing with
that deer-in-the-headlights look
Until they can take that next
step, they're not going to be
able to help us"
Kennedy hinted that the Racers
who expenrnented with
three-guard lineup at times
during the EKt. -Morehead trip
could potentially field a
new lineup in the coming weeks.
particularly considering the

III See RACERS, 10A

MAYFIELD 53, MURRAY HIGH 30

Tigers fall to Cardinals
MURRAY LOSES
SECOND IN ROW
AFTER 3-0 srAmr

AP

Chicago's Devin Hester, center, is congratulated by teammates Mark Bradley, left, and John Gilmore, nght, after
running a kickoff back 96-yards for a touchdown during
the fourth quarter of Monday's game against the St. Louis
Rams. The return was Hester's sixth touchdown of the
season, an NFL record

Bears run over Rams
HESTER'S TWO TDs SET NEW RECORD
FOR KICKOFF RETURNS IN A SEASON
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Devin Hester is just a rookie, yet he's
already been dubbed "The Man" by teammates. He certainly
was the Chicago Bears' main man in St. Louis, where he set
an NFL record for kick return touchdowns.
The high-stepping youngster got his fifth and sixth returns
for touchdowns this season, a 94-yard kickoff runback in the
second quarter and a 96-yarder in the final period of Chicago's 42-27 victory Monday night. With the win. the NFC North
champions (11-2) earned a bye for the first week of the playoffs.
"He's spectacular, man. He's prime time, baby." running
back Cedric Benson said. "He's been doing that in college. I
was a fan of his in college."
Added linebacker Lance Briggs: "I guess you can call him
The Man.' Give him the status and all that goes with that.
He's an impact player in this league. He's something special.
•See BEARS, 10A

Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Homestanding Mayfield used a big
first quarter to pull away from
the visiting Murray High Tigers
in a 53-30 final in prep boys'
basketball action on Monday
night at Mayfield High School.
The Cardinals (2-2) raced
out to a 19-6 lead by the end
of the first period of play
before doubling up the Tigers
(3-2) by a 12-6 count in the
second quarter to take a commanding 31-12 lead heading
into the halftime break.
Mayfield finished off the
decisive victory by outscoring
Murray 11-8 in the third quarter and 11-10 in the final eight
minutes in -sending the Tigers
to their second straight loss
after opening the season 3-0.
Jared McCuiston paced the
Mayfield attack with 12 points,
while Tony Hockett added II.
The Cardinals were I7-of-34
shooting from the floor, including 6-of-16 from 3-point range,
and 1 -of-4 from the free throw
line. Mayfield out-rebounded
the Tigers 32-23.
Leading the way for Murray High was Chess Volp, who
tossed in 10 points. Blake
McCuiston followed with eight,
Blake Darnall and Joey Moehler
had three apiece and Brett Gibson and Cole Hurt two each.
The Tigers connected on just
7-of-24 shot attempts from the
field, including a 2-of-12 effort
from behind the arc. MHS
knocked
down
10-of-16
attempts from the foul line.
Murray High returns to
action on Thursday against host
Paducah Tilghman in the Paducah Tilghman Christmas Tournament. Game time is set for
7:45 p.m.

KEVIN WEAKSTNe Mayfield sressenpui
Murray High's Brett Gibson (3) shoots over the top of a Mayfield defender dunng Monday night's prep action at Mayfield. The Cardinals defeated the Tigers 53-30

CALLOWAY COUNTY BASEBALL

Starks will continue baseball
career at Union University
as the Lakers• backstop
when the 2007 prep season gets
Be it fate or just plain luck, underway in the spnng "They were
Colby Starks and Union Universi- looking for a freshman catcher. and
ty found each other at just the I was looking for a place that
would he a good fit for me where
nght time
Union head baseball coach Brent I could come in and play right off
Fronabarger was in need of a catch- the bat"
Only by chance did Fronabarger, and Starks was looking for the
right place to continue his playing er become acquainted with his
newest player
career.
"1 actualls lust heard thorn him
The two officially agreed to meet
each other's needs on Monday, over the summer, said the I mon
when the Calloway County Hi$11 coach, who will begin his icsond
School senior signed silloallanhip hill season at the Bulldogs helm
papers to snood do le:bas. Thom. early in 2007 "I was in Kenna ks
school and pley An die Bulldogs, recruiting another lycl, and some
"I was pan kind ens the rtgkit body ask me dl kern about t Starts
place at the nght time. said Stmts. I came over here So.Weit him out,
who will he. playing ia his final and it as one of *Oa' e things that
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor

SCOTT NANNEY/Lisdpic & Times
Calloway County senior Colby Starics, center. signs scholarship papers on
Monday to continue his baseball career at Union University in Jackson,
Tenn Pictured with Starks are his parents, Kirk and Gay Starks, Union
head coach Brent Fronabarger and Laker head coach Steve Smith

season

lust took off from there We needed to sign a high school catcher,
and he fit that need for us"
Starks has been a key cog in
the Lakers' recent ascension to contenders for the First Region championship
(Net' the past two seasons, Callow/IN has compiled a 56-111 record
while falling lust short of winning
that elusive regional tide, finishing as the runner-up to Heath in
the 2005 tournament before losing
to Graves County in semifinal action
last winng
In 2.00fi. Starts hatted leadoff
for ('CH, Icahn.* the team with
S .191 average wink blames foot
homer) to finish nith 29 nos boo
Soo STARKS. 10*
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COLLEGE HOOPS

Air Force
flies into
Top 25

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
0-0,0,1

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct
9 4 0 692
Flew England
7 6 0 538
N Y Jets
6 7 .0 462
Buffalo
6 7 0 462
Miami
South
W L T Pot
10 3 0 760
Indianapolis
8 5 0 615
Jacksonville
6 7 0 462
Tennessee
4 9 0 306
Houston
North
W 1. T Pct
10 3 0 769
Baltimore
8 5 0 815
Cincinnati
6 7 0 462
Pittsburgh
4 9 0 308
Cleveland
West
W L T Pct
2 0 846
11
x-San Diego
7 6 0 538
Kansas City
7 6 0 538
Denver
2 1 1 0 154
Oakland
x-cfinctied division
Last Thursday's Score
Pittsburgh 27, Cleveland 7
Sunday's Scores
Minnesota 30. Detroit 20
Tennessee 26. Houston 20. OT
Miami 21. New England 0
Cincinnati 27. Oakland 10
Philadelptiss 21, Washington 19
Baltimore 20. Ks-was City 10
Atlanta 17, Tampa Bay 6
N `I Giants 27 Carolina 13
Jacksonville 44. Inchanapohe 17
Green Bay 30. San Francisco 19
Arizona 27, Seattle 21
Butlaio 31. NV Jets 13
San Diego 48 Denver 20
New Orleans 42, Dallas 17
Monday's Score
Chicago 42. Si. Louis 27

Department officerMike Robinson recently spoke
GUEST 'SPEAKER: Murray P
to the A+ Karate's Liftle riragons Class. Class members pictured with Robinson
include (from left) Christthn Bobo, Clayton Bobo, Michael Johnson, Jacob Garland, Will Robertson, Emily Gallimore, Andy Hardt and Luke Gallimore

MURRAY MIDDLE BASKETBALL

Tigers drop twinbill to Hickman
Staff Report
Murray Middle School's seventh and eighth
grade boys' basketball teams were swept in
Monday night's doubleheader against Hickman
County.
Hickman defeated the Murray seventh graders
by a 37-33 score, while the Tiger eighth graders
fell 41-30.
In the seventh grade contest, the Falcons
opened a 15-7 lead after one quarter of play,
led 24-16 at halftime and secured the win with
an 11-6 run in the third period.
Kendall Deese and Zac Maley shared team
scoring honors for Murray with nine apiece.

Austin Adams followed with eight, Blake Graham tossed in five and Deaundre Fields added
two.
The Tiger eighth graders fell behind 10-7
in the first quarter of their game and trailed
just 18-14 at the intermission. But Hickman
used a 10-4 scoring run in the third quarter to
build a commanding 28-18 advantage that Murray was not able to overcome.
Alex Stephens led the Tigers with seven points.
Matt Deese and Robert Olive had six apiece.
while Cedric Cherry dropped in five. Ryan
Kelly, Shaquille Day and Aron Tuck completed the scoring with two each.

From Page 9A

BASEBALL

Red Sox have plane waiting
to take Matsuzaka to Boston
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. we're taking the fight directly doing everything possible under
(AP) -- The Red Sox want to him, the fight to have a the sun to get a deal done.Boras earlier held a news
Daisuke Matsuzaka to be a guest negotiation here," Henry said.
The deadline for Boston to conference at his office some
on the plane of team owner
reach an agreement with Mat- 45 miles south of Los AngeJohn Henry.
"It's here in Southern Cal- suzaka is midnight EST Thurs- les.
"Free agent pitchers who
ifornia and it will leave on day, but because the Red Sox
Wednesday morning," general insist that the pitcher have a are 26 and have Matsuzakamanager Theo Epstein said physical prior to a deal, the like ability receive salaries in
Monday night. "We hope Mat- team says Matsuzaka must trav- excess of $100 million over
suzaka-san will be on it so el to Boston on Wednesday five or six years in free agency."
that we can complete the phys- morning in time to have the he said.
Boston also said it plans to
ical in Boston in time to get necessary medical tests.
"We flew out unsolicited sign Masurni Kuwata, a 38-yeara contract done.Epstein and team president and called immediately upon old right-hander who has spent
Larry Lucchino traveled to Cal- landing and asked for a meet- 21 seasons with the Yomiuri
ifornia on Monday in a final ing not only with Scott but Giants. He'll be at spring trainattempt to sign Matsuzaka, and also with Daisuke," Epstein ing with "an opportunity to
the pair planned to meet Tues- said in a telephone conference show what he's still got" Epstein
day with the Japanese pitcher call late Monday. "We do have said.
"We'll give him every opporplans to meet tomorrow and
and his agent, Scott Boras.
"We're on Scott Boras' at that time will present a sec- tunity to come and make an
doorstep because he hasn't ond offer, an improved offer. impact in the organization," he
negotiated with us thus far and We're not frustrated. We're just added.

ted in out of,the leadoff spot,
where he compiled a .500 onbase percentage and a .641
slugging percentage.
Riding the big bat and strong
arm of their then-junior catcher, the Lakers sailed to a 297 finish, including a regionbest 19-1 mark — the only
blemish being a 7-2 decision
to Graves County in the First
Region Tournament semifinals.
The abilities of the 5-foot10, 190-pound Starks drew
praise from CCHS head coach

Steve Smith, who suggested that dent. Union is getting a fine
his catcher has been underrat- player," Smith added.
Those attributes are what
ed by some.
"I think Colby has been one sold Fronabarger on his newest
of the best players in our region recruit.
"Colby is a quality catcher
over the last few years," he
explained. "With some of the who can come in and play for
talent that Calloway and other us right away," the Bulldogs'
schools have had, I don't think skipper said. "His defense is
that he's gotten mentioned in better than most at his age,
the papers quite as often as and his offense will help us.
others have. But I can guar- He's a strong kid who has at
antee you that the (First Region) least some idea of how to
swing a bat."
coaches know who we is.
Starks, who currently boasts
"He can hit and throw really well, and he's a smart play- a 3.75 grade-point average, is
er. And he's also a good stu- leaning toward a major in edu-

MONESSEN
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e
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cation or journalism while in
the classroom at Union.
The Dexter resident decided ending the suspense of his
recruitment early on was more
of a positive than a negative.
"Going into your senior year.
you want to have a good 'season. I thought that if I went
ahead and signed, it will take
the pressure of a little bit,"
said Starks, who also considered Lee and Lambuth universities before deciding on Union.
"Now that I've gotten this out
of the way, I can concentrate
on my last year of high school.-

health of Witherspoon and the
much-anticipated availability of
point guard Kevin Thomas.
Witherspoon has been trying to play through the pain
in his left foot, which he injured
in last March's NCAA Tournament game against North Carolina and had surgery on during the offseason. He played
27 minutes on Saturday at Morehead after playing 42 against
the Colonels in the Thursday's
overtime contest.
"It's a major concern,"
Kennedy said of Witherspoon's
continued struggles. "We've got
to figure out a way to limit
his minutes. and he's got to
be a little smarter in the way
he plays.
"1 want to get him re-evaluated and figure it out this
week while we have some
downtime. . ... He's struggling
to guard out on the floor. He
can help, but he has a hard
time recovering. That's a concern against Samford and Jacksonville State, because they're
coming in with perimeter 4men who can really play."
Thomas, a 6-1 junior who
has been out of action since
suffering a knee injury in the

From Page 9A
Get your popcorn ready, you
know he's going to put on a
show."
Many of the Bears put on
a show in all but eliminating
the Rams (5-8) from playoff
contention. Thomas Jones keyed
the running game that dominated the decisive third quarter and Muhsin Muhammad
made several clutch catches.
So did Bernard Berrian as belea-

Now through Christmas

Ember Blaze Logs
k•y to our success is you, our cestentors.
Nave a very happy holiday.
forward to seeing you again.

SALE $429
24" Reg. $658
Remote or Thermostat Compatible

SALE

offseason, is expected to be
cleared to play in next Tuesday's matchup with Jacksonville
State.
The addition of Thomas to
the lineup should give the Racers better direction on the court.
"He's a (true) point guard.
We can call a timeout and
draw something up, and he can
get us into it," Kennedy said
of Thomas.'"And he can recognize when guys are not in
the right spots. We're still dealing with that, unfortunately."
Despite their early struggles,
the Racers are still very much
in the thick of the early OVC
race, which features Tennessee
State at 2-0 and preseason
favorite Samford at 1-0 after
last week's win over rival Jacksonville State. Murray and
Austin Peay are in close pursuit at 2-1.
"It's a balanced league," said
Kennedy. -The worst thing
about it is we should be 3-0.
But we're getting better.
"I still think Samford will
be the toughest team we'll play
in our league. Tennessee Tech
and Tennessee State have a
few more weapons than everybody else. But this league is
balanced, and that's good for
us."

•Bears

Sale

20" Reg $582

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
8 5 0 615
Dales
0 538
6
7
N Y. Giants
7 6 0 538
Philedelphia
4 9 0 3313
Washington
South
W L T Pet
9 4 0 .062
NOW Owlisans
7 6 0 .538
Atlanta
6 7 0 462
Carolina
3 10 0 .231
Tampa Bay
North
W L. T Pci
2 0 846
11
x-Chicago
6 7 0 462
Minnesota
5 8 0 385
Green Bay
2 11 0 154
Detroit
Wee
W L T Pct
8 5 0 615
Seattle
5 8 0 385
San Francisco
5 8 0 385
St Louis
4 9 0 306
Arizona
Thursday's Owns
San Francisco at Seattle, 7 pm
Saturday's Game
Dallies at Allents, 7 p.m
Sunday's Comm
Miens at &halo, noon
NV Jets at Minnesota. noon
Detroit at Green Bey, noon
Tampa Bay at Chicago, noon
Jacksonville at Tennessee. noon
Cievelend at Beltirriore. noon
Washington at New(Mews noon
Houston at New Englund, noon
Pittsburgh at Carolina. noon
Denver at Arizona. 3.05 pm
Philadelphia at N Y Giants. 3-15 p.m.
St LOuti at Oakland, 3 15 p.m.
Kansas City at Son Diego, 7:15 pm
Monday's Gams
Cincons. at Indianapolis, 7:30 p m

•Racers

•Starks
From Page 9A
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NFL STANDINGS

IRISH, OREGON
ALSO JOIN POLL
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Air Force hopes its appearance in The Associated Press'
Top 25 lasts longer than its
I previous one.
The Falcons — along with
Notre Dame and Oregon —
moved into the rankings Monday for the first time this season. The only other time Air
Force made the rankings was
in the poll of March 9, 2004.
The Falcons were gone the
next week after losing to Colorado State in the quarterfinals of the Mountain West tournament.
"It's nothing we aimed for,"
said second-year coach Jeff
Bzdelik, the former head man
of the NBA's Denver Nuggets.
-The most important thing to
us is now that we're in it is
to stay in it.
"I'd be lying if I said we
weren't excited. We are. The
most important thing is to get
better and continue to stay in.
Consistency is the key."
The Falcons (10-1), who
have won six straight since
losing to Duke in the CBE
Classic semifinals, moved in
at No. 24.
UCLA and Pittsburgh held
the top two spots in the poll
for the third straight week. and
North Carolina stayed No. 3
from last week's voting. Ohio
State moved up one spot to
No. 4, while Florida and Duke,
tied for seventh last week, were
fifth and sixth, respectively.
Air Force has had early success away from home, registering road wins over Stanford
and Colorado and beating Long
Beach State and Texas Tech
on neutral courts. The Falcons
handed Wake Forest its first
loss of the season in a rare
home game.
"Six of our first eight games
were outside Clune Arena and
that was by design," Bzdelik
said. "We knew we couldn't
get big schools to come into
Clune, so we had to go find
them if not for any other reason than to see where we stood
against the bigger schools."
The wins over Stanford and
Colorado were by 34 and 38
points, respectively, while the
Falcons beat Wake Forest 9458.

KFBMurra• con
Stuart aletander

guered quarterback Rex Grossman silenced the critics — for
now.
But Hester was the most
spectacular, and he doesn't
expect his heroics to end anytime soon.
"It's the NFL and a team
is not going to bow down to
one player," Hester said.
"They'll continue to kick to
They're fools if they do.
"It's like the gates of Heaven opening up for me." he
added.
A second-round draft pick,
Hester also has three punt return
touchdowns and ran back a
missed field goal 108 yards
against the Giants to tie the
longest play in NFL history.
But he'd returned only six kickoffs all year before his historic romps.
"The story of the game is
Devin Hester," Bears coach
Lovie Smith said. "It's time
we start looking at him as an
offensive player."
11 MVP IMMO"97;
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Just compare...
save money & time!
Wish all of your customers, patrons and
friends a Merry Christmas without buying
the cards, writing the notes, licking the
envelopes, and getting the stamps

YOUR GREETING WILL
INCLUDE FULL COLOR!

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Murray Calloway County Hospital has
openings for the following positions:
Medical1111,11nologists
• Full time - benefit eligible
• Baccalaureate Degree required in medical technology

• Appropriate certification
• New graduates are welcome to apply
Medical Lab Technicians
• Full Time or Part-Time - benefit eligible
• 2 year degree required in medical technology
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Wishing only the
best for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.
From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger & limes
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PUBLIC NOTICE
to inform the residents of
Murray, Kentucky that the Murray City Council is in
the process of closing out the Callow. County
Renaissance Center (Old Poet Office) Pioisst The
project was funded in part by the Kentucky
Community Development Block Grant Program A
public hearing will be held at City Hall on Tuesday.
Deceniber 19. 2006 at 2 00 p.m The purpose of this
hearing is to review past use of funds and program
performance
This notice is intended

Written comments on the project may be submitted
to the attention of the Mayor until the close of business on December 15, 2006
The city does not discriminate on the basis of race.
color, national origin. sex, age, religion, or
and provides upon request, reasonable accommodation, including auxiliary aids and services, to afford
an Individual with a disability an equal opportunity
to participate in all services, programs, and activities Any persons requiring special needs assistance
should contact the city administrator at (2701 7620350 at least five days prior to the meeting The
TO!) number for the hearing impaired is 1-500-6486057
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
PHOTOSHOP lessons.
270-345-3103
supervisionstudios.co

Loaf aid Found

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,

'ASSISTANT Manage
•Manager in Training
•Day Shift Preferred
Hubbell Sports is hiring
in Murray Apply at
642 North 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Hubbell Sports conducts drug testing
www.htbbett . corn
Foster Parents
Needed $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.

Your loved one we'll
try to find,

k's-

'Cause we all have

is

Friends Here at the

Furry or Feathered

Lodger & Times.

Call 753-1916

DRIVER wanted Class
A COL with 2 years
minimum experience
Tanker endorsement
required Specialized
regional work. Please
call 270-767-0074
EHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray

• Appropriate certification
• New graduates are welcome to apply

re:

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
Person after 600PM.
FULL time position
available for LPN,
CMA or Medical
Assistant with clinical
experience in a fast
paced family practice
setting.
Monday-Thursday with
occasional Saturdays
Benefits package.
Apply by resume only
with reierences to
Richard H. Crouch.
D
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
General help wanted:
Experience preferred.
Apply in person at
Tom's Pizza, 508 N
12th, Murray. Closed
Mondays.

Food Service Aide
Publish Date:
Thursday,
December 21
Deadline:
Monday,
December 18
at 5PM
CALL. JILL OR
JUUE 753-1 916
TO PLACE
YOUR AD

SITE
Coordinator,
GEAR UP Kentucky,
College of Education,
Murray
State
University
This is a
200-day per year. nontenured track position
with the GEAR UP
Kentucky
program.
This position will begin
January
2007
Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
Education.
Child
Development, Social
Work, or the Sociil
Sciences
(e.g.,
Sociology, Psychology.
and Poetical Science)
required. Masters preMinimum of
ferred.
three years experience
in providing human
educational
and/or
services; youth and
family-specific expenence
preferred.
Responsibilities:
The Site Coordinator is
primanly responsible
for coordinating and
implementing GEAR
UP Kentucky II actrvities at the school for
Students, pareets, and
staff_ Other responsibilities may include, but
are not limited to,
implementing
early
intervention activities
for students, including
counseling, outreach.
and support services.
early college awareness activities, afterschool enrichment programs; support programs and professional
development activities
for teachers, working
with state GEAR UP
Kentucky staff to coordinate and implement
statewide
activities
such as EPAS, NIE,
College Expos, menboring programs and
engagement
parent
activities, serving as
planning
college
resource for students
and parents, collecting
student participation
and other data, preparing project reports and
conducting surveys.
maintaining ongoing
feedback between the
school principal and
GEAR UP Kentucky
project staff, participating tri statewide plan
rang and reporting ses
soons arid meetings.
and preparing annual
and quarterly reports
This position will be
largely based in the
middle
and
high
schools and works
closely with WM teem

• Part-Time - benefit eligible
• Four days a week from 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
• Every other weekend

Child Care Float Teacher
• Used as a substitute teacher on an as needed basis

(PliN)- no benefits
• High School Diploma or GED required
Murray Calloway County Hospital offers a
comprehensive compensation and excellent benefit package.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
Murray Calloway County Hospital has openings in the
Home Health Department for the follov4ing positions:
Registered Nurse tliospice)
• Active R.N. license within the state of Kentucky, CPR certified
• Will be working with end of life care
• Full Time position on day shift
Licensed Practical Nurses
• Active LPN license within the state of Kentucky. CPR certified
• Will be working private duty cases in this area
• Full time positions on day shift
Murray Calloway County Hospital offers a comprehensive compensation and excellent benefit package.
SEND RESUME TO:
Ann: Human Resources
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax:(270) 762-1905
Ma) send resume electronically to: IlfoleyOkmurrayhospitatorg
MC'CH is an Equal Opportunity Employer

SEND RESUME TO:

Attn: Human Resources
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray. KY 42071
May send resume electronically to:
Ilfoley@murrayhospital.org
Visit our web site at www.murrayhospital.org
MCCH is an EOE.

HOME HEALTH NURSES
Henry Count) Medical Center is seeking RN.
for our Home Health Department. Laptop computers are provided for patient charting. Fulltime and part-time positions and flexible schedules are available.
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. New grads are welcome.
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package. sign-on bonus and a career ladder program. Interested candidates should send
resume or may apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowenqbanc-ta.ors

CLEANING houses is
my business
Call
Linda H 759-9553
PARENTS Tired of
dragging your children
to daycare in venter"
Mature, experienced
lady will babysit in your
home Call Sandy
270-205-7223
TO sit with eldedy
270-527-1469
120

Warmers

tiop.‘auro‘!, 1 nmtr.s..t

NURSE AIDE
Full Time lOPM TO 6AM
Prefer expenenee but will train If you enpy
corking with the elderly, we have both a
pleasant atmosphere and good working
konditiom. Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
EOE
1505 Stadium View Dnve

and site liaison in the
Travel
schools
required in designated
area/region and moderate travel is required
and
to
statewide
national
meetings
Application Deadline:
December 22, 2006
To Apply: Apolocants
should submit a letter
descnbing their interest
and qualifications for
the position. vita, transcripts, and three current references to
Tressa Ross GEAR
UP Kentucky II Search
Committee. College of
3101
Education.
Alexander Hall, Murray
University,
State
Murray. KY 42071Women and
3340.
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportuntty Atcv. AA empicyst
IMMEDIATE full-time
opening for a nurse
practitioner or physi
den seelseent in a busv
•
Maceeslung
Elensfas dedtapit seedMN Send newsOil
references to Richert,
• Crouth, MD 300
South SmStreet 301E
Murray KY 42071

LANDSCAPE
help
needed Full time tob
LawnMasters 731-6422876, 888-664-5296
WANTED journeymen.
electricians
and
helpers for work in
Murray, KY
area
Contact Ed Rice at
812-838-0125
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing experience Cali 800-4560403 Send resumes
to PO Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728
SECURITY
guard
opening Murray area
Full time and pail time
available
Must be
dependable and available to work weekends
Fax resume to
444-0389
WANTED alternator 8
starter
mechanic.
Someone who can
repair and rebuild atter
nators and starters
Must have at Wet 2
Nen eiverience. Matt
be able to run the buMlives (2701339-8823

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service' repairs.
759.3558

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING funk cars.
trucks tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING US Silver
Coins Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Spoiling
Goods. 519 S. 121h,
Murray.

dooti used

refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas herders, air condi
baseboard
boners,
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
s3-3633
Call I any,
150
Amass
For Site

Honda
(21
2004
Aquatrax R-12 pet skis
velli trailer Each used
30 hours Under warranty 814,000
753 Saar

Adidas
Perils
16' trailer Like new
$550 Call 293-8156
92 Cougar. V-8, tach.
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C. Wes.
loaded $2,575 000.
Washer 7534109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FOR sale limited mumbet of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books
Excellent Christmas
gifts Call
759-4938 or 753-2350
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 chanonly
nels
for
$19 99mo Gel your
of
choice
HBO.
Cinemax. Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE OVA or
HO upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma, LCD. DIP. &
CRTs
Brands by.
Toshiba. Sony. LG.
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
HOT
Dog
Stand,
steamer, built in ice
chest sink. storage.
holds 2 propane tanks.
includes 4x8 tow trailer
operated
vehand
winch $45000
767-0943
Moving Sale House
full of tumours and
appliances
2000
Dodge Ram 1 500
71.000 miles
731-247-5946
PLAYSTATION
GAINS Now soldrkedat Cl Wood Electronics
On the CORM SWIM
Huge Selection Greet
Prices, 753-0530
SERVICE pole. $250
Trues topper. $100 Old
Yazoo mower good
engine $500 Chest
freeze $150
435-47441

sfAtuum

demos,

bags bees. ant teem

Jeerv-s

Simone

Goods Meyfreld, KY.
247 4704
770,

LARGE
SELECTION
WAD APPLIAN•
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
Nome Furnishings
LIKE new, Williams
Brothers solid oak
country dining room
set 48" round table
with 2 leaves that
extends to 7, 6 chaurs
china cabinet 901
268-8979
daytime
731-247-5246 between
5-8PM
OAK desk, hutch and
char, excellent condition, only 4 yews old.
New sells few $1,600,
selling tor WO cal
293-3166.

HOLIDAY
Special,'
New 3 BR. 2 BA SW
flrePlacs. garden tiro
payments under $350
w.a c Call nown,
731-584-4926
see
3
MUST
Bedroom. 2 Beth douNowa wen &apiece
deluxe
appiminces
walk in closets" Only
$449.995!“
731-584-9429
REDUCED,
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home 28R with fenced
in 12 acre shaded lot
$10.700 753-6012
REPOS,
'Singlemde
doublevacies
Prices
slashed to move by the
end of the year Cat
now', 731-584-9109

SALE on all furniture
and
mattresses'
Carraway Furniture,
105 N 3'd 753-1502

291, 1 beth 5 miles
Murray
north
of
(270)7524461

TWIN/ FULL red metal
bunkbed vir mattress
es $125 436-2173

For sale Of rent '96
16X80 on 610 acre
rent
$450/month
ROOMIWIlfy RISnOr
2'0-210-4'56

31311 $275 753-6012

rsdamis
ANTIQUE dishes 225
Crest-or-Gold Sabin
Colonial People
270-442-4149

1953 Ford 8N tractor a
45 foot bush hog and
box blade. $3.000
293-0903

MOTORCYCLE het
mots, jackets, boots &
Jerry's
saddlebags
Goods.
S0011619
Mayfield, KY
270-247-4704

Shaft Nara Lob For
$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488
mobits home lot On
resod 2477 access to
boat ramp. Water. electricity. sewage availads $165 per month
2274406

II 2 bdr acts No pets
Leave a toesestas
270-753-1970
1 OR 2tir apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200Mio
753-4109

BA apartment Small
pets Mowed 7534221
FIREWOOD $35 a
rick U-Haul no dells
753-0599

--05i/NER FInerictr*"
28A Lot with
barn 14.000 down.
9840 month litarsral
County Highway 80
dose to lake 270-753
1011 ask tor Gall
Vire
ISA,ambulant oondi
OW WSW E
ONO 1911111es
913200 437 44.*

28R apettoeNs welsh* Greet loessio 1
year Nese I month
depost no pets
753-2905
all RIOIT
minces. NOM 14/A Ask
about move-in tree
days Coleman RE
753-09911

-ipso
front cab TV arid
premium channels 06A
nigh speed irillernet and
ad iftellies wickets°
await phone $325
$AO deposit wage
and retereiseise No
pass 227 OM

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
tiugutd Drt‘e • Murra!, ItiN 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(Me and I s.sir Bedroom Apartitient,
Central Heat and Air
,..eixing Application,
6
Office Hours S a.m. - 12 p.m.j
p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

Houses For Fist
CLOSE TO MSUI
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea.
picnic
ered
$285/mo unfumished.
$335/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164

remodeled
NEWLY
nside & out. New paint,
new carpet, new heat &
air. 415 S. 10th. 5395.
38R aparthent, no
pets 759-4696,
293-3710

CLOSE TO MSUI Very
nice 2br, includes
water all appliances,
lovely covered picnic
area. $525/mo
762-0991 559-1164

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14TH, AT 3:00 P.M.
LOCATION 192 Rocky Lane. -Coldwater Community. From Hwy 121
Turn onto State Route 1836 Proceed to Rocky Lane Watch For Signet!!
CALLOWAY CO REAL ESTATE BETWEEN
MURRAY & MAYFIELD, CLOSE TO NEW 4 LANE'"
Three bedroom home waarge garage. workshop
situated on 2 Acres +/PROPERTY SELLS ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER"'
Call Today for More Information or to( Snowingsm
(270) 748-5527
Terms on Real Estate 20% Down day of Aucbon, with balance
due with delivery of deed in 30 days. Property sells in As-Is
Condition Possession at Closing. Seller to pay 2006 taxes
Buyer to pay 2007 taxes

LIP

•

Storage Rentals

LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
in
Available
Dr.
January. 270-435-4382
or leave message.

Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
30R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

NICE 28R duplex
Lease, no pets
227-3054

mencal Prop. For Rent
a
Cei l
l

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

4,700 square feet of
retai
commercial
space 1/2 block west o
court square on Main
Available
Street.
February 2007 or sooner if needed. 753-0132.
293-6692. 293-7952

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Cell Todayl
753-8668.
VERY attractive 2BR
18A. Carport, storage.
Recently renovated
New appliances Side
by side fndge, dw. wd
included. Must see.
Call 753-3018

VERY large room to
rent in pleasant house
Full use of kitchen and
bath. Cable TV & 5 premium channels plus
high speed Internet and
all utilities included
except phone, $285.
$200 deposit, lease
and references. No
pets.227-0406

1

-11,1coess For Reit

2BR house. lease &
deposit required.
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$700 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
2BR, IBA, stove
Hwy.
fridge.
280/Scaggs. Rd.
270-753-0259
2BR, Hazel, C/H/A,
appliances furnished.
No pets, please.
731-498-8312
3 BR, 2 Bath. fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood in town. Stove,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, new paint & carpet, 5 minutes to
University. lease, references, deposit. $700
mo Be in by xmas
767-0943
38R house on Oakhill
Dr. $675 per month
293-7738 or 293-1446
38R. 1 Bath,
appliances included. 11/2 miles west of Lynn
Grove. $400/mo.
(270)355-9245
in
26R
SMALL
Shores
Panorama
$295 per month.
978-0742

Extra nice office
space for rent. \evil)
restmated and decorated. Can be modified hr office or
retail. Clime too not
judicial building. 404
N, 4th Si.. Suite C
Contact: 7.53- HIS or
193.5,14r,
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE or retail space
available. 700 to 1,400
sq.tt. 400 N. 4th St.
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018

1 SILVER MINIATURE
Schnauzer pup,
female, 4-mo. old, all
shots. 293-1482
AKC Black miniature
German Schnauzer
(270)236-1804
CHRISTMAS puppies.
Red Dachshunds. Full
blooded. $200 each.
270-376-5711
DOG Obedience
436-2858
FULL blooded German
puppies.
Shepherd
$150 firm.
(270)227-4833
PET sitting for dogs,
cats, and other animals. Reference available. Call Lindy at
270-759-9209 or
479-225-7666
puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC or CKC, males
and females, 1st shots
& wormed $250-$350
270-251-0310

Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what it's worth (270)759-4218

i. Rii
ii'. Location.
tit3
-ash (1r terms

all 7111-110 NIL
I 4663 I
remodeled
NEWLY
duplex for sale 902
Southwood Drive Call
753-7618

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
411 Size Units

Available
.Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

440
Used Cars
97 Grand Prix GT
White, leather interior
new tires, 170.000
mires, $3,250
293-3350
'94 Chevy Cavalier
Metallic blue, no dings,
blue interior. 6 disc CD
changer, spare bre, 4
cylinder, nice car. Call
227-0246 or 753-3915
after 4:00PM

436-2067 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured

1993 Oldsmobile
Cutlass. Good condition, 189.xxx miles, air,
white, garaged.
53.500. 753-5850

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

Used Tnsdo

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
& REALTY CO.
Better Auctions are Bunch Auctions
PHONE (270) 376-2992 FAX:(270) 376-2997

2001 Chevy Sitverado
1500, gray, 2WD,
cruise. manual, 60K
bedliner. co. $11,500
OBO, 208-818-7643
(Books
Murray
$13,395)

norms For Sais
All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
'S subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the taw.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oidord Or
293-4183 759-1506
FSBO: 1626 Farmer
Ave. 3 bedrooms 1 full
central
bathroom,
heaVair, kitchen appliances included. Priced
in $90s OBO. By
only
appointment
(270)293-2512

1MMEDIATF
DEBT BEL!l l

PRICE Reduced!
3 BR. 2 BA, 2 car
garage. Must see to
appreciate. Call Rutr
Ann 227-3876
Coleman RE

Toyota
2004
Highlander. White, tan
intenor, loaded, 37,899
miles. Call 270-9782601 or 270-492-8522
for more into.

ts ill bus Will
or W..: ovvr

our p..1%
761-4358,
for Kristin.

L&A4
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching S,
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Saticfachon guaranteed

Which*

Used Can
2005 Toyota Camry LE
4 cyl, 31K mi., automat
ic, 4-dr, silver, pw
doors/locks, 100K Pow
warranty
ertrain
$16,000. 227-2822

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair. Sagging
floors to leaking roofs
We do it all Call Greg
Collins.

C C Rersovabon and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing.
additions
decks, floor repair &
coverings. siding.
**FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobenson 0w4i net

Doan Electrical
Services
("ad
7671431 •

350-0914

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding tire
wood Insured
489-2839

DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION

G&T Homebuiiders
170-"%tars

Lismilde Wend

500
STEVZJI J BUNCH AUCTIONEXR
ROT 1111.171CH AUCTIORELlt/REAL "STATE IIIROW

I•

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Murray Ledger & Times
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(279)210,11192
AFFORDABLE Tree
Service Topping. tree
removal, and clean-up
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment
Thanks for your business Happy Holidays
270-247-2442,
270-970-2322

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BACKNOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
Si 5/1.40

761-3740 293-4045

Knigilt
Ovarit:211:001
49yain exp.
&la &lasva

\1\\ ‘A.1 \II \I

753-7728

wastly & special
beefy ownediroperairai
Cleaning
DAVID S
Services
We Specialize in
Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
-Mobile Homes
•Bncit
.All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning
Available
tWe Use Hot Water
Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176

799-1151 • 293-2783
291-27'84

JOE'S JOBS

1-.1.;44 • : --;644

MIR HILL.
ROOF - TECH
• Comm. Res.
• Winter Repairs
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd fobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roots
decks
293-5438

270-217-8987

repair, gun
GUN
sales. 1539 West
Broadway, Mayfield,
KY. 270-2474100

_
PET sitting for dogs
cats, and other ari.
mals Reference available Call Lindy at
270-759-9209 of
479-225-7666

Lott For Sale

5 acre lot for sale 1
mile west from the
Murray Country
Club, 402.03 ft. of
road frontage.

270-293-0371
Farms For Sais
2 story house, con
structed in 2003, 3 bed
rooms. 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn.
Call 435-4748.

Photos provided

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD
DIRECTORS AND
REALTORS
OF
OFFCIERS: The Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors held its annual banquet
and awards presentation at the Murray
Country Club on Dec. 1. Carl Tackett, 2007
Kentucky Association of Realtors President
was present to install the 2007 Officers and
Directors Installed as Officers for 2007
were: President Elect- Mary Jane Roberson.
Secretary- Loretta Jobs; Treasurer- Lynda
Houck; and State Delegate- Earleene
Woods. 2007 Directors are: Lod Sweeney.
Tish Sloan, Renee Wynn, Bonnie Byerty, and
Rich Dunn, Kathy Kopperud. Vicki Moore
was installed as President. Above, officers
and directors are pictured being installed by
KAR President Carl Tackett (in back): (Lett to
right) Rich Dunn, Mary Jane Roberson.
Earleene Woods, Bonnie Byerly, Kathy
Kopperud, Lynda Houck, and Renee Wynn
At left, Vicki Moore is shown being installed
as President by KAR President Carl Tackett

1 to 300 acres. Was
Owne
Calloway.
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.
35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.
40 Acres, well, pond,
7-acres woods, CRP
program, 1-yr. left.
Approx. 33 tendable
753-4487 293-4772
5-15 acre home
building sites, 8
minutes West of
Murray 293-5215 or
435-4738

50 Acres

Lynn Grove
485 ft. road frontage
citY 846
395 Lawrence Rd.

753-9132
7534611
Homes For Edo
151 Orlon Court
FSBO. 38R,28A,2400
So.Ft.
With 5.5 acres, just oft
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central h/ac.
sunroom,
Beautiful
deck, basement
Won't last! $1 99,000
See listing AWM3005
at entne.owners.corn
Call for appointment
761 -HOME

Horoscope
_HAPPY BIRTHDAY
for Wednesday, Dec. 13,
2006:
You have a way about
you that draws in many
people this birthday year.
Your personality and attitude toss obstacles to the
wayside. You might need
to let others know how
expressive and direct you
can be. Your strength lies
in groups. not individuals. Meetings. people and
causes star this year.

Extremes mark your life.
A sweet tooth, or perhaps
some other indulgence.
could plague you. You
have high energy and a
sense of direction. If you

by Jacqueline Blear
Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive; 3-Average. 2So-so:
ARIES (March 21 -April
19)
**** Finally, you can
and will mellow out.
Others seem receptive.
You are able to clear your
desk and understand key
people, and they you.
Where there was tension,
good humor returns. You
feel much more at ease in
this environment_ Tonight
Listen to a pal and share
options.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20)
*** Your sense of
155 Seth Lane
accomplishment allows
Completely
you to take great pride in
Remodeled, 4BR,
are single, you will meet what you do. A partner or
2 58A. 2000+ Sq. Ft.
- associate clearly supsomeone through
Manufactured Home
friendship. The qu1Th of ports you. Consider alteron 1 acre lot large
this tie will make a dif- natives carefully, even ii
deck.Priced to sell at
ference in your life. If others are saying it is OK.
$75,000. See listing
your pace.
AVVM2105 at
you are attached, work- Tonight. Slow
21-Juno
(May
GEMINI
WWW.OWTINS.COM
ing together as a team 20)
Call for appointment will create a new bond. ***** Creativity spins
761-HOME
Togetherness will create from you You don't need
ADORABLE 2beci/1ba greater happiness. You
to have all the answers -.
on large wooded lot at might go to extremes, please understand that.
tge Browns Grove Rd
loving a lot but also Caring comes forth from
in Lynn Grove New
fighting a lot. As a cou- a partner or someone you
City
central H/AC
ple, look at this behavior. clearly care a lot about.
water All appliances
Flow with the give-andis always a pal.
LIBRA
including w/d Large
laundry room, storage
building. Priced in
$70e. (270)293-2864

The Stars Show the
Kind of Day You'll

take of a situation
Tonight. Have a good
time wherever you are

CANCER (June 21-July
22)
*** Basics do count.
Understand that you are
coming from a strong
foundation and perhaps
might not see the complete issue. Listen to suggestions. knowing everyone's perceptions are different. Don't worry so
much. Tonight: Easy does
it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** How you approach
someone could determine the end result You
know what to do. Right
now, the unpredictable
element in your life could
be tough to work with.
Your ability to integrate
and understand others
could be a landmark
Tonight: Easy does it.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
22)
**** Your perceptions
as to how to make money
and what your assets are
could change substantially given time and discussion. New perceptions
occur because of a
vibrant talk. Listen more
carefully. Tonight: Easy

does it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
22)
***** Your words fall
on others like magic,
drawing strong reactions

and
changes
Your
charisma
somehow
comes through in your
words, drawing nods all
around. Want to plug a
new idea? Now is the
moment. Tonight: Ask for
what you want.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
21)
*** Stepping back will
help you understand
what is happening. Many
opportunities stem from
your innate resourcefulness. Centering and
applying your energy
appropnately could make
a big difference. Tonight
Some time to yourself.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Doc. 21)
***** Your ability to
zoom in on what you
need might be very
important
Meetings.
groups of people and
interactions in general
point the way to success
Do nothing halfway, for
your sake Talk turkey
Tonight. Venture out

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22Jan. 19)
**** Step into the
limelight knowing what
you want and expect.

ting with those in power.
Tonight- Out and about.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20Feb. 18)
***** Where your
friends are is where you
want to be. Aim for what
you want, yet, at the
same time, know that you
need to enlist a partner's
support. Friendship takes
you in a new direction. Be
more forthright with a key
partner or associate.
Tonight: Quality time With
a quality person.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20)
**** Others present
you with options that, up
till now, you haven't
thought of. Listen to this
person and see if his or
works
her
rationale
Looking at the big picture
makes all the difference
in Your attitude, and others' as well! Tonight
Accept an invitation

BORN TODAY
Nugent
Singer
Ted
(1948), actor Dick Van
Dyke (1925), actor Jamie
Foxx (1987)

Sometimes people need
to see their options pre

Jacqueline Blgar Is on
the
Internet
111
http://www.jacque

sented through action
not concepts Keep this
fact in mind when cbar.

(c)

Ilnebeger.com.
2006
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III years ago
Published is a picture of Jun
lhompson. Murray ()puma' Club
member, straightening out a tree
while he waits for customers at
the sale on North 17th Street
last weekend. 119 trees were pur,..haser.1 in support of the chantshie works of the eh*. The photo
as by Staff Photogrochar Berated
Kane
Births reported Include a girl
to belays and Kevin West, Dec
4, a boy to Christina and Michael
Parrish and a girl to Michelle and
Brian Allen, Dec. 5.
Mr and Mrs. Doyce Morns
were married 50 years Nov. 16.
Murray State University Racers lost 31-3 in the Football Division I-AA playoff game with Troy
State at Troy. Ala.
20 years as
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its annual tom of homes for the
holiday season on Dec. 14 from
to 4 p.m at the homes of
Dwayne and Becky Smith. Maxme Cumungham, and J.D. and
Ann Williams.
John Ed Johnson of Murray
was named district winner for the
1986 Tom Wallace Farm Forestry
Award.
In high school basketball games.
Murray Lady Tigers won 58-47
over Lone Oak Purple Flash with
Julie Baz-zell as high scorer for
Murray: Calloway Lady Tigers
lost 49-46 to Marshall Count)
Marshals with Mary Taylor high
scorer for Calloway.
Murray State University Racers lost 54-53 in overtime to
Southern California in a basketball game at W'endy's Classic held
at Bowling Green. Don Mann a as
high scorer for Murray
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Sen.
Wendell Ford talking with Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller at the opening of his field

office in Murray on Dec. 10. The
photo was by Staff Hagiographer
David Hill.
About 900 pouacb of tobacco
were stoics from the farm of Monroe Hester la the Kirksey community, according to the Calloway
County Sheriff's office.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers lost 38-49 to Mayfield Cardinals in a basketball
game. High scorers were Ross for
the Lakers and Shelton for the
Cardinals.
40 years ago
The homes of Mr and Mrs.
Jerry Roberts, Mr and Mrs. Marshall Garland and Mr. and Mrs.
Tonunye D raylor will be homes
to be toured in the Holiday Home
Tour, sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club on Dec. 15.
The new 3-bedroom trailer of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Felts in the
Penny community was destroyed
by fire on Dec 9 about 930 am
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lakers lost 65-64 to
Mayfield Cardinals with high scorers being Ralph Shger for Lakers and Keith Hill for Cardinals:
Murray Tigers lost 65-48 to Paducah Tilghman with high scorers
being Vic Dunn for Murray and
Hamilton for Tilghman.
50 years ago
An electric organ for use in
the new gym at Murray State College has been donated by Ed Settle of Belk-Settle Co.
Mrs. 011ie Brown presented a
program on "Making Christmas
Arrangements" at a meeting of
the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
In two basketball games, Murray State College Thoroughbreds
won 74-65 and 88-66 over West
Texas at Murray. High scorers for
Murray were Fran Watrous and
Quitman Sullins. Rex Alexander
was the head basketball coach for
MSC

COMICS/ FEATURES
Other man's overture puts
couple's romance in doubt
DEAR ABBY: I am a 35year-old man, deeply and madly
in love with a 36-year-old
woman who has two kids.
call her Whitney. We would
both like ow relationship to
lead to marriage and more kids.
but something -- or rather someone -- has
put a damper
on
things
Whitney has
been talking
to this other
man (who
she thinks is
gay)
for
quite some
time. A few
Abby w mks ago.
he
finally
By Abigail
asked
her
Van Buren
out.
She
declined, but
did no; tell him she's involved
with anyone else.
When we discussed it. and
when I told Whitney be has
crossed the line by asking her
out, she argued that she is not
attracted to him and he's gay.
and then she accused me of
not trusting her.
I am not a controlling person. I never minded her talking to film before he asked her
out. But the fact that he did.
and they talk to each other
daily and she does nothing to
avoid talking to him, makes
me uncomfortable. It has shaken my trust in her. This has
seriously affected our relationship, although she doesn't realize it.
I don't want to see Whitney.
get hurt by some guy who may

Dear

Todaylnillstery
By The Antedated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 12, the
346th day of 2006. There are 19
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec 12, 1906, the Senate
confirmed Oscar Straus to be President Theodore Roosevelt's Secretary of Commerce and Labor:
Straus became the first Jewish
member of a presidential cabinet.
On this date.
In 1787, Pennsylvania became
the second state to ratify the U.S.
ES
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Constitution
In 1870, Joseph H Rainey of
South Carolina became the first
black lawmaker sworn into the
U.S. House of Representatives
In 1897. -The Katzernanuner
Kids," the poneenng comic strip
created by Rudolph Dirks, made
its debut in the New York Journal.
In 1913. authorities in Florence. Italy. announced that the
"Mona Lisa- stolen from the Louvre Museum in Parts in 1911( had

been recovered.
In 1917, Father Edward Flanagan founded Boys Town outside
Omaha. Neb.
In 1925, the first motel -- the
Motel Inn — opened in San lAns
Obispo, Calif.
In 1937. Japanese aircraft sank
the U.S. gunboat Panay on China's
Yangtze River. (Japan apologized,
and paid $2.2 million in reparations.)
In 1963, Kenya gained its independence from Britain.
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Antiviral therapy
needed for shingles

be looking for Aim one thing
DEAR DR. GOTT: My have a well with herd warm
Does this look innocent to you'
problem is shingles on my
Wks our water softener wore
Can a gay man be am-acted to
wife, who is 78 years old
out and I gut toed of drag
a woman" And more imporShe's had them now for sax guig those heavy bags cd salt
tant, can a woman be abradweeks The first tour weeks Iii our basement. we aimed
ed to a gay man" - - CONshe endured sudkn. sharp pain to not replace it Seas Min.
FUSED IN LANCASTER. PA
at inters all from 30 minutes the warier hearer also wore out'
DEAR CONFUSED: Let me
to 12 hours
The new heater gave off cloudy,
amweryotuquesnommmsam
She is no smelly water wail it was fee&
order Can a woman be attractlonger both- jested for this berdwes leced to a gay man' Absolutely!
ered
with tor. Also, I noticed my iceI can think of quite a few •out"
those,
gay men whom women find
but cube trays either need replacher bock has ing monthly or nerd to be
attractise. Among them are
Rupert Eserett, George Michael.
scabs
that soaked in white vinegar to preLance Bass. Richard Chamberwool
fall vent lime deposits. Now I aim
lain and Neil Patrick Hams.
oft
They wondering. what, if any. harm
And gay men can be attractburn,
and could this water, either in cook
ed to -- and have a lot in comshe is in ter- Mg or drinking. be doing to
Dr. Gott
mon with -- women. I know
rible
pain. us physically"
that firsthand But the attracShe
can't
DEAR READER: Before
By
tion has everything to do with
Dr. Peter Gott bear to have answering your question. I'd
common interests, a similar .
someone have to know the cause of the
sense of humor and a InUttilial
even touch her back. She aches
well's contamination If the
understanding It is not sexual.
all over
lime is to Name, you might
As a good (gay) friend once
She usually knows how to consider reinstalling the water
told me. 'Never try to change
maintain a healthy life, but softener On the other hand.
a queen_ It won't work.'
this has her stumped. Do you if your well water contains other
Although you say you are
have any thoughts on her sit- minerals (such as lead) or bac •
not a controlling person. you
uation'
tens, your health could be
appear to be insecure in your
DEAR READER: Your affected
relationship with Whitney. For
wife needs to have antiviral
If you haven't already, have
heaven's sake, your lady friend
therapy. such as Zovirax. your well checked by your
has not tried to hide anything
because it's likely that she has municipal health department
from you. She has told you
persisting infection She should
This analysis should rise you
she talks to this man, and how
see her doctor I don't believe the information you require,
often, and what she has and
that she is a candidate for top- as well as suggestions about
has not told
.him. Even if she
ical clear fingernail polish how to decontaminate your
had a ring on her finger. she
(which I recently reported on) water system.
has a right to spend time with
because she is not in the acute
If your only problem is the
whomever she wishes.
phase.
lime and you still do not wish
So calm down and let this
To give you related infor- to use the water softener, it
play out. The 'one thing' he
mation, I am sending you a will cause you no ill effects.
may be looking for may be
copy of my Health Report You will, however. need to
friendship. and it's something
"Managing Chronic Pain'" take precautions, because the
that eventually you could offer
Other readers who would like lime can build up and may
him. too
a copy should send a long, rain some appliances, such as
••••
self-addressed, stamped enve- coffee makers and dishwashDEAR ABBY: My teenage
lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO ers, unless they are cleaned
daughters went to a birthday'
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. and "delirried" regularly
party for a friend. It was a
Be sure to mention the title.
slumber part). and on the spur
of the moment, one of the girls
DEAR DR. GOTT: We
suggested they play 'strip
poker." Abby, the host girl's
mother not only allowed it. but
actually joined the game' The
mother is a single parent, and
South dealer
less collection, hoping to strike his
Roth sides vulnerable.
only females were present in
partner's long suit. As it happened,
NORTH
West was successful in his SUM hut
the home.
•AK.Q.11
this was not the real cause of South's
The girls found the game
•Q 107
undoing
great fun and plan on doing it
•7 6 5
Declarer leek the diamond lead
in the future at slumber par*8 4 3
with the ace and tested the spades by
WEST
ties. I told them that I do not
EAST
cashing the A-K. Had Fast woodenly
• 73
•J 10 5
followed surt, there would have been
feel this was appropriate, hut
•8 6 4 3
•A 1 9
no talc to tell But when the two
they reminded me that I have
•10 9
•QJ X 1 2
spades were cashed, I am followed
always told them there was no
•.1 9 7 5
•Q 10
with the ten and Jack'
reason to be shy about their
SOUTH
South natural, asseoned that
•96 2
bodies with other girls, so I
West had both mining spades. he
•
K
52
nest led the four of spades to his
was stumped to explain why I
•1 K 4
nine He then planed the king 01
disapprove. I am still not com• K 62
beam hoping the opponent with the
fortable with the idea of such
The bidding:
ace would win the trick and therrhs
an activity. Please tell me what
South
West
North East
pont& him with an entry to the
NT
Pass
3N1
All Pass
queen of spocars,
you think. -- APPALLED IN
I ironing lead
ten of diamonds
But East hod flat COnbe this tar to
CARMICHAEL, CALIF.
If soy look Si all four hinds. a make things easy for declarer He did
DEAR APPALLED: I see
Isn't easy to see how declarer can not take his ace. leavmg South with
no harm in a group of young
possiltils go down in three notrump
riti choice tita to lead a second round
women playing strip poker at
Ile seems certain to score two clubs, of hearts toward the Q-10 When
two
diamonds,
a heart and, bkvairse
West followed low, South finessed
an all-girl slumber party. Howof the lucky 1-3 spade dis'sum, tour the ten, toeing to fast's jack Not
ever, for the host girl's mothspades for a total of nine tricks
long after that. declarer finished
er to abdicate her role as a
Yet, as reported by the great Nusdown one
parent in an attempt to act like
Indian 41311 Tint Scres. South tailed It,
I. tomasarteme the deal. 'seres
Maikc the contract. Sot only that, hut cited the has,., principle oi &tense
their contemporary was, in my
in
winding
up
eight
only
with
tricks.
Iasi had folkissed When sou
that
opinion. a lapse of judgment.
it's hard to prose that des lam did
see that declarer is hound to succeed
Tempting as it may have been
ansthing malls wrong'
by normal pus. sou should look for
for this single mother to try to
thest started by leading the dia- a way to present him voth a kning
be "one of the girls.' she should
mond ten from his sirtualls worthaltemato c
have refrained because she's not
tomorrow: Win a lot, lose a link
one of the peers.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
PCIFI BETTER or WCIFISE_CF0

1 Journal
4 Tibetan monk
8 FoonaN
12 Luau music
13 Thermometer
14 ne
gplant color
15 Sat. onenng
16 Groundbreaket
18 Food wrap
20 Easier said
- done
21 'Sign here' mwk
22 Diaanct period
23 Robin basks
27 Do sans
29 Genetic Mend
30 Vol Flanders'
author
31 Niagara Falls
foe
32 Mag execs
33 Wk day
34 LA locale
35 Stagecoach
Mors
37 Fobatorig mule

PEANU1-SO0

S
TRY T1115 ONE.. IT'
A REAL P16E-TURHER

38 Pit stop buy
39 This. in Spain
so Hato oui
41 Popular
princess
42 DEA operative
44 Bumpkins
47 Suit material
51 Pen brand
52 What Hamlet
smelled (2 ads)
53 Norwegian
monarch
54 Galleon cargo
55 It rnay be
spliced
56 Hearty loavet
57 Table-tennis
divider
DOWN
I Nobalso
- Alvarez
2 Samy vegetable
3 - up (got reedy)
4 Kind of roast
5 Pnnoe Valiant's
son

Answer to Previous Punta

MOO IMMO OBOU
MOD WIMP MOW
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MIRO 000M00
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UMW 000
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Cl
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:1,571R&TnilS:
Home Delivery
3few —MIMI
6 NM
le
I yt.
Local Mall

12-120 200e untied Noses Syndic*, Inc
6 meditation
chant
7 Kauai hello
8 Bridged
9 Well-know
Ptiaraoh

10 Kind of seism
11 Pan of mpg
t 7 Mount Vernon
loc
19 Fireman s tool
22 Naval oll
24 Whether
25 - Raton, Fla
26 Wave makers
27 Feed Pie kety
28 Does Easter
0299
29 iwries
30 PC key
32 heat lab
33 bankroll
36 love Ina
eve
37 Etna Iwo
38 Sind ape
40 Deep devotion
41 Fond - lac
43 Argon Wintsoi
44 Sonia Nelhair
45 Blarney Slons
sow
as Highlander
47 Judicial coder
lb Ilelon
as Who law
30 Damao* loam
cohost
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3 ma —.-42/634
6 we --$511111
1 ye.
SLN
It
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Fire marshal for Murray
featured on TV show
Special to the Ledger
This week Roundabout Murray will feature
Dickie Walls, fire marshal for the city of Murray,
with tips on how to keep homes safe this holiday
season. Topics of safety include preventing
Christmas tree tires, safely hanging holiday lights,

Eye Eye Eye Eye
Yoimplimaisas
Ds doers Owed

Murray Ledger & Thad

and candle care.
David Balthrop, chair for the Murray State
University Department of Theatre and Dance, will
speak of the Broadway and Off-Broadsvay series
of shows that MSU will be presenting, or have
presented for the 2006-2007 season.
Some of the upcoming shows include:
Pocahontas, Dr. Faustus, Spring Dance Event,
Betrayal, and Miss Julie. Ticket prices are $10 a
show, except for Pocahontas, which the pnce is
$5.
Mark Welch, WKMS programming director,
will also appear on the show. He will be speaking
about the Music from the Front Porch concert that
will feature Bawn in the Mash and The
MeKendrees. The concert is Jan. 20, at 7 p.m. at
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre in MSU's Price

Doyle Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $10 at the
door only.
Murray State student Phil! Dishon will also be
on the show this week featuring stories on campus
life. He will focus on what is happening around
campus along with upcoming events.
Roundabout Murray is a weekly 30-minute
video magazine of Murray State University that brings the community up-to-date with area events.
Every week Roundabout Murray exhibits the
accomplishments of the community with guest
from the local region.
"Roundabout Murray" is a 30-minute video
magazine hosted by Jim Carter and produced by
Murray State University. It updates viewers on
area events and informs them of the accomplishments of the community with guests from around
the region. It airs Tuesdays at 6 p.m. on MSU TV11 and Wednesday nights at 11:30 p.m. on The
CW (WQWQ), as well as on Murray Electric
System (channel 15) Wednesdays at 6 p.m., and
Sundays at 8 a.m. and noon on NewWave (channel 19)in Murray, Mayfield, Benton, Cal yen City,
and Fulton.
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In this file photo, Actors Matthew McConaughey, right, and Matthew Fox, left, speak to
a break
Marshall football coaches Jack Lengyel,'second from right. and Red Dawson during
W.Va.
Huntington,
in
campus
Marshall's
on
Marshall"
Are
"We
of
filming
the
in

'We Are Marshall' chronicles
football team's tragedy, triumph

HUNTINGTON, W.Va.(AP) need to manage grief and move picked up on sooner.
Jack Lengyel, who coached
— Some call it the greatest .forward — so it makes as much
the 1971 team, tried for years to
a forgot- sense m2006 as it did in '71."
told,
never
story
sports
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